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urray Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, July 15, 1978 In Our 99th Year
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
BERLIN (API — President Carter,
following the route John F. Kennedy
took to this Communist encircled cay 15
years ago, .eame close to echoing the
late president today by declaring in
German, "No matter what happens,
Berlin will stay free."
It was Kennedy who electrified a vast
throng in front of West Berlin's city hall
15 years ago by shouting, "Ich bin em
Berliner" — I am a Berliner.
Carter concluded his text for a
wreath-laying ceremony to heroes of
the Berlin airlift of 30 years ago by
declaring in German: "Was Muller sei,
Berlin bleibt frei" — No matter what
happens, Berlin will stay free.
Carter appeared at the Airlift
Memorial at Tempelhof Airport that
honors 78 American, British and'
German fliers killed during the huge
aerial supplying of the city in 1948 and





A warrant charging a Calloway
County woman with two ceente of theft.
by deception has been signed by Circuit
Court Judge James Lassiter, according
' to -Calloway County attorney' Max
Parker.
Charged in the incidents, according
- to Parker, is Betty Anderson, also
known as Betty Malone.
Parker said the first count 'involved
the receipt of some $2,800 in Aid' for
--Doptandent- Children payments which
the complaint alleges were fradulently
received by her from the state
Department for Human Resources.
The second court, Parker said, in-
volves the receipt of food stamps
amounting to $1,097.50 which, ac-
cording to the complaint, were also
fradulently received.
According to Parker, the woman was
drawing benefits under both names
while at the same time being employed
at Murray State University.
Parker said Friday the woman was in





An exteesive public participation _
process concerning the Soil and Water
Resources Conservation Act is getting
underway in Calloway Coenty.
Ellis Morrow, district conservationist
for the U. S. Soil Conservation Service
(SCS), says the first part-of this grass
roots effort will involve public
awareness of the Act itself.
The major emphasis of the new law
rests heavily with public involvement;
Morrow explained. This way the SCS
can better appaist the problems. trends
and needs of the nation's natural
resources and develop a program to
meet these conservation needs.
To carry out the Act, SCS will join
with the Calloway County Conservation
District to sponsor public meetings
during the coming month.
Inteetsted individuals are en
courage* to contact the conservation
district or the SCS field office for a copy
of a brochure entitled Your Role in






Robert O. Miller has been chosen by the
board of the Mississippi Health
Systems Agency, Inc, to be a guest
speaker at their annual meeting to be
held July 21: Miller will be the featured
speaker at the banquet of the annual
median; to be held in BilOxi_
Miller, who is chairman of the
Kentucky Health Systems Agency
West, vice-chairman of the Kentucky
Comprehensive Heatth Planning
Commission and member of the
Kentucky Cancer Commission, has
chosen' the topic, "Hitch your wagon to
a star but don't sell your mule," for his
speech.
Thirty years ago this week, Carter
said, "the Soviet Union responded to
our demand to end the blockade with
the assertion, 'Berlin is in the center of
the Soviet Zone and is part of that
zone."
"With the courage of Berliners and
the determination of the people of the
West," Carter continued, "we gave the
answer: Berlin bleibt frei. Berlin stays
free."
The visiting president said the
presence of U.S. troops in Berlin "and
the readiness of Tempelhof both bear
witness to our unshakeable devotion to
the people of this great city."
Carter, jet-hopping across Germany,
said earlier in Frankfurt that the
United States and the Federal Republic
are united in a broad "alliance of
military, economic and political pur-
-pose."
Carter and German Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt started the day in
Bonn, flew to Frankfurt, visited nearby
Wiesbaden, and then flew here.
parallelling the route taken by -Ken-
nedy:
In his text for a speech at Frankfurt's
city hall, Carter recalled that Kennedy,
speaking at thAame spot in 1963, said,
-We are partners in peace, not, in a
narrow, bilateral context, but in a
framework of Atlantic partnership."
After. quoting Kennedy, the visiting
president said: "Today that part-
nership is stronger than it has ever
been and our two nations are united in
an ever-broader alliance of - military,
economic and political purpose."
Carter said that Americans and West
Germans "will defend our freedom
however we must."
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FAIR DELIGHT—Children, cotton caddr and fairs all go together as shown
by the picture of Laura Archer, 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Archer,
Route 2, Murray, taken at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair this
week. The county fair ends today with farm Bureau Day and.a tractor pull
on schedule. The fair is operating at Jaycee fairgrounds on KY 121 north of
Murray. 
Photo by Jennie rGordon
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State "You should know and every
Democratic Chairman Howard potential candidate should know that
"Sonny" Hunt has brushed aside before I support one Democrat against
demands for his resignation and, says another, I will resign," Hunt told the
he will not step down until after the No- committee.
vember election. He later told news reporters that he
The effort had been generated Friday had no knowledge of any purported
by state Auditor George Atkins, who memorandums — cited by Atkins and
called on Hunt to resign at a meeting of Hubbard — that he is promoting state
the state Central Executive Committee, Commerce Commissioner Terry
and by First District Congressman McBrayer, the favorite of Gov. Julian
Carroll Hubbard, who was not present. Carroll for the gubernatorial
After Hunt read a statement denying -- nomination.
at he showed any favoritism among The central committee showed its
Democratic candidates for governor support of Hunt in various ways, in-
next year, he invited committee eluding commendations for his work as
members to make a motion for him to chairman since 1975.
resign. He got no takers and the session . - When Atkins finally arose to make his -
was- adjourned, case, he turned to Hunt at one point and
, Atkins plans to announce Aug. 4 on an---id: YNow;-Fittnt, f hdve noth' gin the -
anti-administration platform. Hubbard world personal against you." But. he
has been indicating that he might run, added, the chairman is on record as
but not until later in the year. favoring McBrayer for governor.
Hunt, declaring that both have at- And the auditor said he again was
tempted to make his resignation a
campaign issue, said that it is causing
divisiveness in the party and embar-
rassing and damaging all Democratic—
candidates.
asking for Hunt's resignation "to
preventclivisireness...4's all right to be
.Tor Whoever -You want, but you need to
step aside."
"Atkins said if that were done, the
party could then be run temporarily by
a neutral committee.
The auditor noted previous remarks
by some committee members
denouting what they called criticism
which would drain the party's strength.
He commented: "There are those
who would make the telling of the deed
worse than the doing of the deed."
Atkins called for openness in the
Party. vi
Among the questions resolved Friday
by the committee was whether state
Democratic headquarters should give
statewide Democratic candidates a list
of precinct or other officers.
- The committee voted 21-6 against
such a proposal although Ed Prichard.
of —Frankfort, a veteran committee
member, commented that no harm
would be done in letting all Democrats
.know the identities of partylifficials.
Hubbard had asked Hunt ina telegram
to_ answer two questions.




YU ANSWER, MR. STUART—Onieda Boyd, as Cirandma &mon volunteers to answer a question from Frank
Gilliam, standing who plays Jesse Stuart in "The Thread That Runs-So True." The play is the story of Stuart's fight to
bring education to the mountain area of Eastern Kentucky. The play will run at the_now*ity-twftwity-park July 20, 21,
22 and 27, 28, and 29. Also pictured (fron left are: I ewis Bossing, Karen Hainsworth, Patricia Fleming, Laura Jarrett,
Laurie Jones and Eloise Meyers.
By The Associated Press .
Louisville, Ky., firefighters, who
returned to Work and the bargaining
table after a oneday strike, returned to
the picket lines early tpday.
Ed Zingman, the attorney for city
Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Court
ordered the 13 back to a suspended
status but said they would not be
assigned street duty pending ar-
bitration.
Corrigan also found the strikers innegotiators, said that the union contempt of court for defying a back-to-fiegetiators walltetrOurwIterTejterttn&a.......work order._
compromise offer by the city.
"In response to plealfrom them (the
union) that we make an offer ... (the
city) made an offer of an increase from
the city's previous offer of $250 per man
eer year, or an increase of about
$150,000 over the city's -latest offer" in
return from some concessions from the
union, Zingman said.
The concessions weren't spelled out
and the union, representing some 600
firemen, refused to comment after the
talks broke down.
The walkout began when a dispatcher
announced: "Hit the bricks."
Meanwhile in Cleveland, Mayor
Dennis J. Kucinich, who only tains
before had called striking policemen
"hoodlums," said he was prepared to
"kiss and make up" as 1,500 officers
ended a one-day walkout that had left
the city's 700,000 residents virtually
without police protection.
In Philadelphia, officials waited as
representatives of about 20,000 city
workers took a contract proposal under
advisement as a strike by sanitation
and other city workers was in its second
day.
The ktrike by about 2,000 Cleveland
officers ended late Friday after an Ohio
state judge ordered the city and two
police unions to arbitrate the dismissals
of 13 officers whose firing triggered the
walkout.
Judge Daniel 0. Corrigan of
Kucinich, who faces an Aug. 18 recall.
election, had fired the 13 officers after
they refused to make ane-man patrols
in housing projects in high-crime areas,
which they said would be too
dangerous.
"I'm prepared to kiss and makeup,"
he -said after the strike ended. "Lot's
get this law enforcement problem re-
solved."
Earlier in the day, Kucinich said he
had recefved reports that some officers
Were roaming the streets drunk and ha-
rassing private citizens, lashing out at
them for "acting like hoodlums." -
Only a handful of supervisory police
officers were on duty during the
walkout. There were no major
problems. although some isolated
vandalism and looting was reported.
In Louisville, contract talks dragged
on into the early morning hours after
the city's 600 firemen returned to work
following a one-day walkout. The
firefighters had gone out in defiance of
a court order against the strike in their
salary dispute with the City.
The city has offered firefighters a 5.5
percent wage increase, with fifth-year
- firemen getting a 9 percent boost. The
firefighters had been asking for a 15
percent to 16 percent pay boost. Basic
firefighter's ay is $11,084.
THROUGH THE PACES—Tony. -Gardner of Murray puts Doctor's 141
Rooster through his paces in the Style Racking Class, the'part of a horse
show at the county fair Friday evening. The open horse show featured 11
classes and S1.200 in prize money. Murray-Calloway Jaycee Fair ends
tonight with a tractor pull at the fairgrounds on KY 121 north of Murray.
Photos by lenne 6, Cordon
Murray State University students
and prospective students seeking
financial assistance for the 1978-79
school year may still apply, according
to Johnny. McDougal, director of
student financial aid. ,
He urged students to obtain forms for
grants. loans, and student employment
in the Student Financial Aid Office and
to complete and submit all financial aid
applications aS soon aspostihle
of the limited time rernainiog before
fail classes begin.
• "Even though it is past the priority
filing date, we are encouraging all
students who have not applied to do so
itneiftelta exptalier— ,
McDougal said federal funds are still
available for 'eligible students on most
programs, especially on the Federal
Work-Study Program.
Information an& assistance are
available in the Student Financial Aid
Office in the Hagtment of.Sparks Hall
on the campus. Students who cannot
visit the office may call (502) 70-2546
today's index 
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Partly cloudy today through
Sunday. A good chance-for
—shewerg -snet-tburnter-startri
day and a chance for tonight' and
Sunday. Highs foday and Sunday
from the upper 80s to low 90s.
Lows tonight from the upper 60s
to low 70s. *Inds, light southerly
today becoming light and
variable tonighe.--





FOR MONDAY, JULY 17, MS
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read trie forerist
giyen for your birth Sign;..
. •
ARI
) Mar. 21 to Apr 20) lir114
Scotch a present tendency
toward env) and jealousy which
is not like you, anyway. Don't




) Apr. 21 to May 21) s-0,sup•
Think twice before voicing
that strong opinion After
second consideration, you may.
see a change of . words, even
thoughts. Avoid pessimism and
contrariness.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Even if all 13 not patterned
neatly and pretisely, don't fret.
Take each situation in turn and
consider all factors involved.
You can change many "im-
possible" situations.
CANCER •
(June 22 to July 23)04C)
Activities speed, up now -





(July 24 to Aug. 231 4(.44-'sd
This day should bring new
zest into your. life. Both personal
and business matters governed
tty generous influences. Do
make the most of IC
VIRGO tt.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. al
Meet competition, but in a
subtle manner. Advancement
notable in science, economics,
educational pursuits.
LIBRA
*Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Excellent influences,- Some
interesting ..possibilities for
future profit could emerge from
a lunchtime meeting.
SCORPIO
) Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Watch assets with special
care now. Even a good friend,
seeking a loan, could be '*taking
you for a ride."
FOR SUNDAY, JULY 16, l97
What kind of day will
tOmorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast




(Mar. 21 to Apr 20) VA
Happy personal relationships
indicated. Others can be won
around to your way of thinking
easily and willingly.
TAURUS
• Apr. 211.o May 21 is-•Ncli.
Do not conclude a matter
. before all facts are known or a
full chance for research given .
You may be tricked into
inaccurate moves if not wary.
GEMINI




persons for granted. Be a
shrewd observer- especially
in a romantic involvement.
Some deception possible.
CANCER
) June 22 to July 23) 431C-)
Aspects not too friendly Be
tactful in speech, cautious in
making agreements Some
"tricky" spots indicated. endowed with a high order of
LEO intelligence; are a keenly
fluty 24 to Aug. 23) 412v 2 analytical thinker and
An original twist or a new generally accurate in your
method could brighten rout flea_ appraisal of people and
but don't go to extremes or situations. You are not always
attempt the bizarre. cognizant , of your own
VIRGO so U.. possibilities, however, since you
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) —r lack confidence in yourself and
Day may not seem to hold often fear to try out your truly
much opportunity at first but, if =Rae ideas- This is a trait
you
look closely, you will find it .which you should make every
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) WrilielP
Good aspects-for business and
money matters. Quick per.
unwavering
decisiveness will be unportant,
however.
CAPRICORN
Dec 22 to Jan. 20)140
A good day for stabilizing,
settling pending matters
generally; also for making
innovations which can insure




has many advantages. Results
will be largely up to YOU
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) an-n.
Some pleasing surprises in
store. You may find, quite
unexpectedly, that a hobby has
money-making potential
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Mixed influences. Expect the
unexpected. Others involvedin
your activities may misun-
• dee-stand certain arrangements
agovao "
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your day tq get ahead. An
associate of importance will be
surprisinglyatelpful if asked for
advice. Romance and cultural
interests also favored. GRANTED SCHOLARSHIP—Eve Adams, right, wasPISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Eraallent Neptune in- scholarship .given by the Creative Arts Department of the
fluences! Inspiration at a pialta' Murray Woman's Club. Making the presentation. was Eva
A unique idea you have Can be Hopkins of the department. This $225 scholarship is
carried out with just the right
touch of ingenuity to make it presented each year by the creative Arts Department to a_ 
work. deserving art student at Murray State University. Ann
Brooks, chairman, gave her year end report of the dctives_
YOU BORN TODAY are a during the year. Officers for 1978-79 are Mrs. Brooks,
• loyal and c_onservative in- chairman; Sun Ann Hutson, vice-chairman; Lois Sparks,clividual, endowed with Out-
standing integrity, and a secretary; Ginny Crilifield, treasurer. New members of the
tremendous sense of respon- department introduces were Fonda Grogan, Marilyn
siblity. Fan-illy, friends and Miller, Shelis Grogan, and Pat Kiesow.
business associates-will..nsar
have to fear the outcum-P"-of
projects entrusted to your
hands since you are meticulous
in fulfilling any mission you
undertake. You have fine
business acumen, and could
succeed in the commercial
world as an investment coun-
selor, banker or corporation
executive.. Y411/ are not as
scientifically inclined as most
Cancerians but are, never-
theless, a scholar at heart, and
could excel as teacher, lecturer
or diplomat. You also have a
gift for writing; with the law and,
the theater Aia• Fhoice outlets
for your talents. Birthdate of:
John J. Astor, merchant,'
financier. Eldfidge Gerry,
Amer. statesman; Erie Stanley
Gardner, lawyer, mystery
writer; James Cagney, -film
star.
tAGITIARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) egIkV
A day for listening In even a
casual conversation, you. may •
pick up - a .most useful idea
-where job marte.es are con-
cerned.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
-- 
Don't expect associates to be
amenable to the usual ap-
proaches now. Certain
situations will call for extreme
delicacy in handling.
AQUARIUS
) Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Follow-up on a unique idea
could be highly successfulif
you are aware that present
conditions are without
precedent. It will be up to you to
accommodate.
PISCES






YOU BORN TODAY are
effort to overcome since, Until
you do, -you cad never fully
realize your, fine potentials.
Extremely versatile, many
fields are open to yotir talents,
highest on the hit being
riseclicine, science, the law,
painting, music, journalism and
chemistry. Birthdate of: Sir
Joshua Reynolds, world-
renowned painter; Mary Baker
Eddy, founder of the Christian
Science Church; Barbara
Stansiryck and Ginger Rogers,
film stars.












presented a check as the winner of the Annette Schmidt
Pottertownflomemakers Meet At
Ken lake Hotel; Officers Elected
Sixteen members and three
visitors of ,the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held their
June meeting at the Kerilake
-Hotel. The visitors were
Louise Somers, Leola Ervin,
and Sister Germaine Gertzen,
.daughter of Mary C.iertzen.
Lurene Cooper, devotional
'leader, read from John 6:35,
and Shirley Werts gave the
secretary's report. Cards
were sent to Mrs. Maude
Wilson, mother of Lucy
Alderdice, who is 90 years old
and is in a local hospital
suffering with a broken hip;
and to Robbie Harrison who
will be home soon, fellowtpg
hip operation.
A - very interesting lesson
about "Women and Credit"
was presnted by Reba Jo,
Roberts. . A. talk on -How
Homes Develop Per-
sonalities" was. given by Ola
Outland in the absence of
Bobbie Cook.





Reba Jo Roberts, family life;
Dolores Zinkovich, home
management; Bobbie Cook,
food and nutrition; Blanche




Short, music; Mary Gertzen,
issues and concerns; Dorothy
Simon , recreation and
publicity; Rosina Zim-
merman, telephone and




Singing was led -by Lurene
Cooper. with Louise Short as
pianist Several games were
led by Dorothy Simon. , _
The club will meet Wed-
nesday, Aug. 9, _at eleven a.m.
at eh home of Mrs. Ruby
Tucker in Cadiz. The meat will
be provided by .the club and
members are to bring salads,
desserts, vegetables, and






Saturday, July 15 Square and 
round dancing
A get together for members will be held at the 
Weodmen of
and all friends of the First the. World Hall at 
7:30 p.m.
Christian Church to open
homecoming celebration will Lakeside Singers 
will
be held at the University Perform at 
Kentucky Dam
Branch of the Bank of Murray Village State Park at 
8:30 p.m.
from two to four p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at the old beach area
at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Open horse show sponsored
by the Hardin and South
Marshall Riding Club will
begin at four p.m. in the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission
is one dollar per person.
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair events will in-
clude Farm Bureau Day at ten*
a.m., horae and mule pull at




Rita Burton opened her home
for the June -meeting of the
New Providence,
Homemakers Club with Patsy
• Pittman, president, presiding.
The devotion was given by
Beth Falwell in the absence of
Fonda Grogan. Sylvia Puckett
gave the secretary's reports.
The club voted to send $5.50 to
the Fun and Food Camp.
Officers elected for the neat




All others members were
appointed as various subject
matter chairmen.
Mrs. Burton directed games
with the winners being Patsy
Pittman and Beth Falwell.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess to the -eight
members present.The Coldwater United T_Methodist Church Women met 
he September meeting will
be held at the home of Mrs.on Monday, Tuesday, July 11, .
at 7:30 p.m. at the church with 
manche Kennerly.
Mrs. Lucille Potts in charged
the program.
_Mrs. Evelyn .Kinsey read
the scripture from John 8
followed bar prayer by Mrs.
June Glass.
•'Topics for discussion were
"Good Intentions" by Linda---
Wilson; "Confessing Our
Sins" by. Nancy, Hanchne;
"Facing the Challenge oT-
Change" by Jane Lamb;
"Christian In Change" by
Patsy Locke; "I Can't" by
Estelle Adams.
Mrs. Potts presented Mrs.
Nancy Haneline with the door




Mrs. Lorene Wilson, -Mrs.
Elizabeth Jones, and Mrs.
Lovie Finney.
Activities in Land Between
The Lakes will include
Nature's Flower Garden slide
presentation and field trip
starting at two p.m. and
Honker by Moonlight walk at
8:30 p.m., both starting at
Center Station; 19th Century
Folk Dancing will be at The
Homeplace 1850 from seven to
ten p.m.
Gospel singing will be held
at. Seotts Grove Baptist
Church at 7:30 p.m. featuring
the Chosen Generation from
Murray Shrine 'Club will
have a picnic at the pavillion




celebration 'of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Rea'gaiIef Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Mack
• Carter of Bronzville, . Y.,
will be held at the Rea n
home, 1118 Fairlane Drive;-'-
Murray, from tia to nine p.m.




Mrs. Laura Jennings and
Mrs. Tommy Vincent have
returned to Murray after a
- visit with their nephew and
son, Lt. Col. Terrill T. Vin-
cent, Tacoma, *ash'.
' U. Col. Vincent is stationed
at McCord Air Force Base
there.
While at Tacoma, Mrs.
Jennings and Mrs. Vincent
visited many scenic points of
interest including the Seattle
Space Center in Seattle, the
USS Missouri at the Naval
Base at Bremerton, Wash.,
Mt. Rainier, and many others.
They also made a scenic tour
through Oregon and other
points of interest.
By F Havel/game M.D 1/1
Tests
Incidence
Q. Mrs. B. F. writes to
-xPress her distress that
ner daughter, who is in her
20s, had a normal child
three years ago and re-
cently had a second one,
who is a Mongoloid.
Mrs. B. F. asks, "Could
tests have been done to
detect the defects in this
baby before it was born;
and an abortion done to
prevent all of the suffering
and family expense- which
will likely follow En the
future?"
A. Such tragedies occur
all too frequently, espe-
cially among mothers
older than your daughter.
Mongolism takes place in
about one in every 575
births. The factors which
contribute to this disrup-
tion in the chromosomes of
the fetus are not com-
pletely understood and are
not, as yet, preventable.
It is correct that check-
ing a sample of amniotic
fluid with a needle through
the mother's lower abdom-
inal wall and into the cav-
ity of the pregnant uterus
(Amniocentesis) could de-
tect Mongolism and possi-
bly lead to abortion of the
detectivzJays, as IS done
In many cases. However,
this testing is not yet avail-
able in many areas, is
expensive, and carries, a
mild amount of risk. HMI
pot feasible to give 11
mothers such examina-
tions of amniotic fluid, and
no Other means are avail-
to Reduce,
of Retardation
able to determine -Mongol-
ism In liter°. Often an
exatessive amount of amni-
otic fluid is present and
suggestive of a fetal disor-
der.
However, since Mongol-
ism occurs more fre-
quently among mothers 35
years old or older, these
women should be consid-
ered as candidates for
amniocentesis. 'This need
was discussed at the last
meeting of the American
Adademy for the Advance-
ment of Sciefice by Aubrey
Milunsky, M.D., of Har-
vard Medical School and
Maurice Mahoney, M.D.,
of Yale University. They
urged that amniocentesis
be made available to the
165,000 over-35-year-Old
mothers. Only about 20,000
of them are annually un-
dergoing such tests cur-
rently. By such an expan-
sion of amniocentesis
screening, many cases of
defective births could be
prevented by early inter-
ruption.
Other tests of the




r i a ) claimed. Robert
Guthrie, M.D., of the State
University of New York at
Buffalo, as reported in
Modern Medicine. Such'
screening could save $440
million per year in medical
, care for the retarded.
Co. 111711.
tInitnel Tooture Syndicate. It,,-
•
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will sing at
Lake Barkley State Park at
8'30 p.m.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Era of
Iron Revisited at Center
FurnaCe at two p.m. and
slides presentation on snakes
at Center station at two p.m.
. -
Tuesday, July 18
The Wornen of the Shrine
will hold their regular sewing
day at 10 a.m. Tuesday, July






presented by the WMU of the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
at the Westview Nursing
Home and the Fern Terrance
Lodge for the June meeting.
Mrs. Louise Short played
the piano for the singing by






McCuiston, Etta Dick, Guy
unn, Shirley Werts, Ruby_
zannin, and the Rev. Ron
%dams, church pastor.
-A solo- was sung by Kay-
'aylor, and Cloia Campbell
aye the devotion at Westview
lursing Home. The Rev.




By Abigail Van Buren
.i 1971Dy T law** N PIC*5 Sew At.
All the Men Want
To 'Help' Widow
DEAR ABBY: What is a widow to do? I'm only 44 and
I'm not ready for a rest home yet. I have two attractive,
well-behaved children, a nice home, no debts and a good
steady income. No worries, except where to find a decent
man who wants a decent woman.
I've been a widow for over two years and have been told
that I am "desirable," but every man-I go out with hands
me the same line. ("What's one more slice off a loaf of
bread that's already been cut?"-or words to that effect.)
If that doesn't work, I'm told that it's emotionally
unhealthy for a woman who has been accustomed to, a
normal sex life to go without sex. Then they try to save my
"mental health" by volunteering to provide me with a
normal sex life. (Now it's "therapy.")
Then there are men who want female, companionship,
but they tell you on the first date that they don't want to
get "too serious." -
Have men alwaYs been this way, Abby? Or is this a new
bre---ea?
•
DEAR RENO: Such men have always been around, but
your luck is unusually bad to have encountered only that
ilk. There are plenty of decent men in the world. You-need
new friends. Keep looking.
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 and am going with' a guy who is
18. We plan to get married someday. We both have
part-time jobs after school and on Seturdays, and here is
our problem:
We want to start a joint savings and checking account at
the bank. When I told my mother, she said it wasn't
"right." Why not? She says he should have his and I should
ee mine, and she's never heard of a 17-year-Old having a
joi account with a guy before they get married.
Ab , I don't see what's wrong with it. My mother
listens 'ou, so please put your answer in the paper.
R. IN CHICAGO
DEAR R.: lam 'gleci that your mother listens to me, and
I hope you will, too. Tea all for saving, but I advise you to
save the jOint checking d savings account until after
you're married.
-
DEAR ABBY: We have recentl come friendly with a
couple who are strict vegetarians. Th.y are very quiet
about it, and don't try to talk other peop to it, which we
respect and admire.
When we entertain at home and include our egetarian
friends, we always have plenty of vegetables and fruits
along with meet_and fish for those who area not
_vegetarians. We've never made an issue of it because thia
is the..way our vegetariae friends seem most comfortable.
Well, we came in for a great deal of criticism-from a
CLERGYMAN, mind you. He said when vegetarians are
guests, the host should serve NO meat, or fish, as
vegetarians would be offended at the sight of others eating
it,. Are we wrong?
D. AND M.
DEAR D. AND M.: After checking this out with the
authorities (some of my best friends are vegetarians),, they
unanimously agree that they PREFER their hosts to serve
normally and let each guest select what he wants. ,
,
DEAR ABBY: What kind of a husband would encourage
his wife to line up dates with other men while he is out of
town?
A FRIEND OF BOTH
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, July 15, the 196th
day of 1978. There are 169 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, Italy declared
war on Japan, its former Axis partner
in World War
On this date:
In 1608, Rembrandt, the Dutch artist,
was born in Leiden.'
In 1830, Georgia became the last of
the Confederate states to be readmitted
to the Union.
In 1789, the Bastille fell, ending the
rule of Louis XVI.
In 1918, in WW I, American troops
attacked German positions at Chateau-
'Merry in France.
In 1948, a Democratic National
Convention in Philadelphia nominated
President Harry Truman fora second
term. 
In 1958, President Dwight
Eisenhower ordered 3,500 Marines to
Lebanon during a Middle East crisis.
Ten years ago: The-first direct airline
service between the Soviet Union and
the Uttited'States was opened by the
Soviet airline, Aeroflot, and Pan
American World Airways.
• FiveIltifa agro:- 'VW-b.-Cif EAU. óf
ficers of the international control
commission in Vietnam were released
after being held 17 days by the Corn-
munists.
One year ago: It was announced that
15,000 refugees from Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia would be admitted to the
United States over two years.
Today's birthdays: Business
executive Irving Shapiro is 62 years old.
A former United Nations offidal, Carl
von Horn of Sweden, is 75.
Thought for today: I never think of
the future. It comes soon enough —
Albert Einstehi phystcist, 18794956.
Looking Back
Bible Thought Sensing The News nthi)ny Harrigan
And it came to pass, That, as He
was praying in a certain place, when
he ceased, one of His disciples said
onto Him, Lord, teach us to pray.
Luke 11:1 
V7Warlietter. teacli-ei-•—arula Cod
have given us than God Hims'elf in-
carnate in Jesus Christ.
10 Years Ago
Rebert M. Herndon is now serving
aboard the submarine, USS Harder,
with its home base at Charleston, S. C.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Herndon, Sr., of Murray.
SSG. Jackie W. Hall is serving with
the 119th Assault Helicopter CoMpany
at Camp Halloway near Pleiku in
Vietnam.
Bobby Warren. son orMr. and Mrs.
Glenn Warren of Hardin, has signed a
pro centract with the Los Angeles Stars
20 Years Ago
Bill Graham of the Murray Jaycees
was the runnerup in , the Kentucky
Jaycee Golf Tournament held Jul$13 in
Louisville.
The Calloway County Gr oUbd
Observer Corps will operate the ob-
servation tower in the City Park on July
17. The tower will be operated by Group
No. 2, commanded by Roy Swann.
Benita Maddox. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Benny Maddox, member of the
30 .Years. Ago
Kentucky Senator Alben W. Barkley
was nominated by acclamation -.as
candidate for vice-president of the
United, States by the Democratic party
at the national convention held in
Philadelphia, Pa. His name will appear
along with theDemocratic candidate
for president, Harry Truman, on the
November ballot.
The Rev. R. J. Blankenship, pastor of
Murray Circuit, said the first quarterly
40 Years Ago
- A total of 1,167 students have enrolled
in the one and two ,roorn schools of
Calloway County Since they opened on
July 11, according to T. C. Arnett,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
The Bank of Murray has been ap-
proved by Secretary of State Charles D.
Arnett on its increasing its capital stock
from $60,500 to 8100,000.
Circuit Court Clerk Claude Miller
today announced the names of citizens
who will be 1-ummoned for both petit
and grand jury duty in the August term
of Circuit Court which will convene on
Aug. t.
Bobby Packman, age 16, son of
William Packrnan, won second nthe jl
fancy diving for boyS of-all ages in the
50 Years Ago
The board of Regents of Murray State
Teachers College voted to employ an
architect for the drawing of plans for
the new men's dormitory and library
building. Members of the board are .1.
F. Wilson of Mayfield, G. P. Thomas of
Cadiz, G. P. Ordway of Kuttawa, Mrs.
W. H. Mason of Murray, and W. C. Bell,
state superintendent and ex-officio
. duktrittaft__-_ _
The Kentucky Board of Health
strongly urges that the people of every
community in the state' report to their
family physician and he vaccinated for
the various communicable diseases,
Including typhoid fever.
Raids by county officers this week
resulted in two stills being seized and
of the American Basketball
Association. He was a basketball star at
South Marshall High School and is now
attending Vanderbilt University, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Dr. H. H. Boston of Union City, Tenn.,
is the evangelist for the gospel services
being held at the Elm Grove Baptist
Church,
Births reported include a boy, Ronald
Wayne to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Miller
on July 16.
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America, at-
tended the national FHA meeting held
July 7-11 at Kansas City, Mo.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper will be
the speaker at the Locust Grove Baptist
Church revival July 20 to 27. Milburn
Holland will lead the singing.
Roy Smith pitched a six-hit shut-out
as the Murray American Legion team
walloped Mayfield at the district
baseball tournament in Paducah.
conference will be held at Martin's
Chapel Methodist Church on July 17.
' The Rev. J. Bill Jones will be the
evangelist at the revival at the Mt.
Sinai Baptist Church starting July 18,
according to the Rev. J. H. Thurman,
pastor. ---
Potatoes are advertised at ten pounds
for 45 cents in the U-Tote-Em Grocery
this week.
Johnny Mack Brown in "Gun Talk" is
'bowing at the Capitol Theatre.
West Kentucky SWInanIng meet in
Paducah,. -
Castle Parker and Charles Clark of
Murray Boy Scout Troop 14o. 45 won
honors while attending events at Camp
Pakentuck.
Births reported include a girl,
Maudie Lou, to Mr. and Mrs. Murray
Carr on July 9.
Officers of the Hazel High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America are Robert Hendon, Bob
Turnbow, James Overcast, Houston
Hawley, Bogard Dunn, and David St.
John, They will attend the state FFA
convention to be held at Bowline Green..
Joseph and Wildy Berry, sons of Dr.
and Mrs. B. F. Berry, have opened a
new insurance office in Murray.
one arrest made, according to Sheriff J.
Robertson and Deputy Sheriff Bart
Osborn.
Definite plans are being made for the
annual Murray High School Alumni
banquet to be held on July 19. Officers
are Edward Bradley, Dwight Crisp,
Mrs. G. B. Scott and Lucille Farmer.
Marriages announced this week
.iai%ldt _Frances __Hav t a_ _Rob ed.
Bergman, Jr., on July 10..
Assets of the Dees Barilt of Hazel are
$261.190 39, according to the published
report of condition as of June 30, 1928, in
The Ledger &
Candidates for Congress will speak at
Murray and Hazel on July 23 and at
Lynn Groveon August 1.
Zero-Risk Society
In no area of life is it possible to
proceed on the basis of zero-risk and
absolute safety. A free people provides
for national defense on an amfile scale,
but even spending on defense has its
limits. A father endevors to protect his
children, but he realizes they must go
out into the world that is full of
dangers.
So it is with society and en-,
vironmental problems. Audgements on
society have to be made in terms of
national priorities and needs. A country
can't do without steel mills and basic
chemical plants, much as the most
ardent environmentalists would perfer
that we live in wilderness purity.
In American today, the government
and the people need a clearer per-
spective on environmental hazards or
supposed-hazards. .For more than a
decade, the country has been inundated
with allegations that the air and the
earth are being made unihabitable by
industrial activity and by invisible
biohazards such as radiation. Scores of
anti-nuclear protest groups generate
fear of atomic power, chargin that the
reactors produce wastes that can't be-
disposed of safety.
or. Margaret N: Maxey, professor of
bioethics at the University of Detroit, is
a scholar who is attempting to counter
the scare atomosphere. In an essay
entitled "Technology An a Better
Environment" (National Council for
Environmental Balance, Box 7732,
Louisville, Ky. 25 cents a copy), Dr.
Maxey points out that "We need to
restore some historical perspective to
the mounting crescendos of fearful
protest."
She noted that ''we al'e reminded of
what a life without advanced
technology was really like—spoiled,
food, impure water, boiling laundry
kettles, and the backyard lye pot. Fatal
diseases were not leukemia or
Hodgkins disease or subtle forms of
cancer. They IXere . pneumonia, in-
fluenza, tuberculosis. Average life
expectancy was 40-45 years at the turn
of the century—more than 13 per cent of
all infants died before their first bir-
thday...Have environmental hazards
increased in fact, or only our levels of
perception?"
Dr. Maxey rightly observes that we
have the most anxiety-prone, exhorted
and guilt-ridden of cultures. Projected
catastrophes invariably are -described
as golbal. Fears are cultivated by the
dramatic medium of television. The
public also seems to have, as Dr. Mazey
says, an instiable thirst for bad news.
an instiable thirst tor bad news.
The environment crisis mentality has
resulted in legislation that mandates
Warkl -steel companies. These expenditures
colossal anti-pollution expenditures by
are non-productive. They don't create
jobs: -Indeed because steel companies
are required to spend millions on non-
productive facilities, they lack funds to
modernize production machinery. The
result is that the American eompanines
find it difficult to compete against
foreign steel producers.
- The demand for a zero-risk society
has produced fantastic delays in
• licensing new nuclear power plants. In
fact, the impossibility of creating a
zero-risk situation has virtually halted
of him! He's marking up the prices _new nuclear power plant construction.
again!" This, in turn, has made the nation more
Many people say they have trouble dependent on expensive, imported oil
with their cash flow. But we have found"— 
_
it just rushes right through our hands, 
and retarded employment.
totally unimpeded. 
Non one wants the health and safety
of the American people to be en-
dangered. But a high technology
society requires balanced judgement
on the use of machinery, chemicals and
nuclear energy. To date, this balanced









New York is the most crowded city of
all—and no wonder! It's surrounded by
all kinds of toll booths and tall roads,
and they're all going up in price.
Nobody can afford to leave.
Making money go farther is no
problem. Keeping it within reach
causes most of the trouble.
Wife pointing out clerk in Detroit
supermarket to husband: "Get ahead
e .
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions. .
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to' limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
- — telitor 
By the same token,-if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored artiole on whatever that
• topic might be.
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher . Walter I. Apperson
Editor R Gene Mc('utcheen
The Murray .ledger di Times is published
every afternoon except Sunda)s. July 4. cheat-
rnas Day. New Year's Day and lluinksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid.(
Murray. Ky. 42071
SUBSCRIF'TION RATES In areas served by
carriers. 12 50 per month, payable in advance
Hy mail in Calloway County. and to Renton, Har•
dln, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky , and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. Tn • $1950 per
year By mad to other 46AX:wit:ions. 135 00 per
Year
-ialtd Press, Kentucky Press
Association and IScTiX-4-iVvireinalierrubadrert
Association •
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
ledger & Times as well as all other Al' news
TE.I.EF'HONE NUMBERS
Business Office 753-191,
Classified Advertising . 753-1916
Retail Display I Advertising 753-1919
elrettaticin 753-1916
Neves and Sports Oept 753-1918
Echoes From The Past uls Juri Ma tipt
A Column of historical and,,geneulogical
anecdotes, stories and family- notes.
Slim Webb
Has anyone ever heard of Slim
Webb? No9 well, how about Casey
Jones? Now that name rings a bell,
baying been used in many stories and
folk legends. As for Slim Webb, he was
Casey's fireman, the one who shOveled
the coal into the boiler of the train that
took Casey Jones to his death.
Webb was the subject of an interview
in Memphis in 1935, at the age of 61. The
fateful trip that led to Casey Jones'
fame happened in 1900, some 35 years
earlier. But Webb clearly remembered
that night in April when he almost met'
his death-along with Jones.
"It was raining a slow, cold drizzle
and it was a terrible night for anybody
to be out. On the night of April 30, I gets
my orders to ride with Mr. Casey oh No
382 engine. We were pulling the
Chicago, Memphis & New Orleans
Express, better known as the 'Can-
nonball.' And what .a canaokball she _
was that night."
Tears came to the eyes of the old
negro as he recalled the night he
shoveled some 20 tons of coal into the
Cannonball's boiler, in an attempt to
make up the hour and 15 minutes lost
when they came into Memphis late
from the north.
'Wc pulls out of Poplar Street station
at 1:10 a.m.; and were due to leave at
11:55. We ran down the river .front
tracks, over the Beale Street trestle and
through the 'S' -curve into the old
Calhoun Street depot to finish our
station work.
After leaving Memphis at 1:30 a.m.,
the train made five or six regualr stops
to take on water and coal. "And how
that old 382 craved coal that night. I
shoveled until I thought my arm would
break and that engine really went fast.
She pulled into Goodman, Miss, in
nothing flat. There we hadto sidetrack
because No. 2 had the main line. She
passed us running about 40 miles an
hour. As soon as she rolls out of the
way, out we backs, lined with switch,
and pulls out again.
"We rolls into a long sharp curve at
Vaughan, making about 80 miles an
hour. Before I knows what's happening
I sees the markers on the caboose of
another train. I glance around at Mr.
Casey and yells, 'Look Out! We're
gonna hit something.' that's the last
time I saw Mr. Casey alive.
don't know whether he heard me or
whether the engine swung far enough
into the curve for him to see the light on
the caboose,154 jostAs 4_44 the
fireman's.gangway, I felt the air go into
the emergency."
Slim Webb managed to land on the
grass along the tracks, barely missing
a culvert which wouldhave ended his
life along with Casey's. No. 382 crashed
into the caboose of the train ahead of
him. The caboose split wide open, and
the Cannonball ran through two box
cars ahead of it, plus a load of lumber.
Casey Jones was killed instantly.
By next week I am going to look into
the legends stirrounding this man
Casey Jones; who came from Cayce,
Kentucky and whose death resulted in a





How can we be like children in our
present-day sophistocated world? Do
the words of Jesus still apply: "Truly, I
say to you, unless you turn ana become
like children, you will never enter the
kingdom of heaven. Whoever humbles
himself like this child, he is greatest in
the kingdom of heaven." (Mt. 18:3-41
Do we even dare, in the modern world,
to be "like children?"
In answering this question, let's note
that Jesus doesn't ask us to be childish,
but childlike. This childlikeness can be
compatible with the best quality of
maturity.
We are asked to see with the eyes of a
child, who retains the innocence to
expect surprise from God—the hope
and wonder which will allow us to trust
in the power of God at work in the
world, even as we try to cooperate with
that power. This sense of awe will
enrich our prayer life and open us to a
greater union - with Jesus and our
Father.
Jesus offers us an example of gen-
tleness, but -it is a gentle liminess that
does not overlook the realities of in-
justice, violence, or hatred which need
tobe healed in our World. We-are called
Mulligan 's Stew
-Singing
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special correspondent
NEWS ITEM: A Soviet scientist in
the Ukraine says he has taught six
canaries to. sing in perfect harmony.
His methbd involves auditioning
hundreds of canaries.
SCENE: A rehersal hall somewhere
In the heart of downtown Kiev where
Commissar Producer Big Bird and
Commissar Director Dimitrievich
Fussfeathers are auditioning canaries
for the People's Barbershop sextet.
Ivan I.ightfinger is at the upright piano
in the corner.
FUSSFEATHF:RS: All right"- kias
line up now. From left to right no,
pardon me, from right to left, step
forward one by one, tell us a little about
yourself and trill a few notes.
MARY CANARY: (cry of anguish)
Oh, gad (small "g" as becomes a cry of
anguish in godless state I gotta get this
jub-. I -gotta get this job.
FUFEATHERS: All Right, you on
the right, let's hear it.
MYNAH BYRD: My name is
Comrade MYNAH BYRD. I was born in
Minsk; raised in Pinsk, made by debut
130-8 peace dove in a people's pageant in
Omsk and Will sing a little sonel
learned in Taglak-L:Itikvilown.upon llle—
Ob River, far, far away: that's where
our quotas we deliver, that's the Sov-i-
et way..."
BIG BIRD: 0,K., dearie, lust _leave
your address with the party cultural
secretary. Next.
MYNAH BYRD: ( underbreath )
Cattle. They treat you like cattle at
to know the adult realities of life—
weariness, frustration, failure,
loneliness. Jesus offers to show us a
way to carry these burdens by tran-
sforming them into' His "yoke:" the
way of trust in His Father, who gives us
strength and courage to endure, to
forgive, to try again. Only with a
complete (childlike) trust can we ex-
pect to walk the road Jesus did—in
genuine loving involvement with a
world marked by' sin, a world which
calls out for healing.
Jesus' recommendation to
childlikeness calls us to take risks in
responding to flint with actions others
may regard as foolish. Opting for a less
materialistic life-style, or resistence to
one's peers, may be looked upon as
foolish and draw the ridicule of. others.
Finally, the call to be childlike urges
us to a new sense of joy. We can begin to
make -this real in our lives by being
open to the goodness in °Ur lives and in
our world. We can cultivate the ability
to laugh, to appreciate the sense of
humor which is also a part of God's
creation.
Such childlikeness is not a call to -
immaturity, but a challenge to accept a.
way of life which can greatly enrichirr.
Canaries
these auditions. Cattle from the com-
munal farm.
BERTHA BIRDSONG: I'M. lBertha
Birdsong. My father was born in the
Harz Moantains of the German
Democratic Republic, famous for its
fine singers. He made his debut singing
"Happy birthday, ,Walter Ulbricht."
For this he was banished when Ulbricht
was dismissed as first party secretary
and now we live quietly in Odessa.
where I'm clerk of the works at the
people's tractor factory. I'd like to
dedicate my song to Comrade Party
General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev
and the members Of the Presidium:
"Send In the Clowns."
( Shots ring out. Bertha Birdsong falls
from her perch and is dragged from the
stage.)
BIG BIRD: Decadent. Imerialist
Western trash ... next please.
MARY CANARY: That's me. Oh,
god. I need this job. (nervously) Hello,
out there ... I'm Mary Canary, the belle
of Byelorussia. I sing a little. I dance a
little. And I'd do anything, anything to
get out of that cage in the pet section of
the Five and Ruble It's a regular
Gulag, if you'll pardon the expression.
BIG BIRD: Please, I haven't all
week.
clil•_1AftX;-_-,Ikere -.goes
god. 1 need this job ... "One singular'
sensation, every tittle chirp she makes
FUSSFEATHERS: That's fine
dearie, just leave your address ( etc).
MARY CANARY: Cattle. That's
what we are. Cattle. It's not an
audition. It's a cattle call. (Curtain4.
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WORMS LARGEST THEATRE PIPE ORGAN UNVEILED
Mr. and Mrs. lames Clayton of Claytons, go a close-up view of the world's largest
theatre pipe organ the Mighty Wurlitzer, when it was unveiled during the. recent
homecoming celebration at Wurlitzer Corporate Headquarters in DelCalb, Illinois. Af-
ter more"-than yea; of replacing parts, pipes and ftaps, rebuilding The relays,
refinishing the console and laying miles of cable, the mightiest of Mighty Wurlitzers
was installed in impressive Wurlitzer Hall. Following the three-day homecoming
festivities, the Claytons attended the' 1978 National Association pf Music Merchants
Convention in Chicago.
Claytons Attend Convention
Mr. and Mrs. James Clayton
of- Claytons Music. Murray,
Ky., came to Wurlitzer Cor-
porate Headquarters in
DeKalb, U. recently for an
unforgetable homecoming
celebration, and on to Chicago
for the 1978 National




Claytons attended several pre-
convention activities in-
ducrog a musical production.
the "Homecoming," and the
unVeiling of the ,world's
largest theatre 'pipe organ, the
Mighty Viiirlitzer, which is
housed in impressive
Wurlitzer Hall.
' Since Wurlitzer con-
solidated its national and
international activities in one
centrally located
headqnarters, the mightiest of
the Mighty Wurlitzers has a
home. And during Wurlitzer's
homecoming, world-renowned
theatre organist John Muri
gave an unparalleled per-
formance on the 'Mighty
Wurlitzer.
New products were also
unveiled - during, the
homecoming festivities, in-
cluding the exciting 950TA
Wurlitzer Total Tone -foriSole
organ. This astoundingly
versatile instrument includes
features such as Chord Magic,













REFINISHING & CUSTOM BURT FURNITURE
Custom Built Fur n, ture
eetinishing 4 Repairs
Sc', c S•ciss Hardware
Also
Custom &pit Kitchen Cabinets Or
Give Your Old Cobinets a New Face









Best Quotes In Town!
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance
Billy Mennen Von Noverstoci
and Dancing Fingers. Three
new 1978 Wurlitzer pianos
were also introducea,
reflecting a foundation of,
dynamic sound design.-
Keeping pace with today's
furniture thrends, the .new
pianos offer the ultimate in




' 'Homecoming," a toe-tapping
musical extravaganza
featuring an innovative Gleen
Derringer score, was per:-
formed at Northern Illinois
University's Holmes Student
Center in DeKalb. The show
focused on Wurlitzer's past,
its accomplishments. and its
growth. The Musical also
touched on Wurlitzer's
founder, Rudolph Wurlitzer,
the man who gave America
her song. His revolutionary
two-step distribution system
shaped all that was to come in
the music industry, and




reception, fun, music and a




homecoming was more than
just a tile for a show or a
theme for an exhibit. It
dramatized the importance of
Wurlitzer's past and stressed
the unlimited possibilities of
the future. And it reflected a
coming home to traditions and
values that have made





board of directors of Tandy
Corporation, parent company
of the nationwide Radio Shack_
store chain, declared a two-
for-one stock split-up in the
form of a dividend, to be ef-
fected by the distribution of
one additional share of Tandy
Corporation common share of
common stock out standing.
The company recently
arukotriced that their U.S.
Radio .hack sales were up 10
Pet.
\Cable Vision To Add New Channels
The addition of channel 17--
from Nashville next week is
one of severalnew changes in
programing s-on Murray
Cablevision that are coming in
future months. \
Mike Colyott, cablevision
manager, said the local
company also plans to add
channel 17 from Atlanta, -
Home Box Office, and
Madision Square Garden to its
offerings.
Nashville's channel 17 offers
primarily movies and syn-
dicated reruns of past network
such as "Star Trek," while
Atlanta's channel 17 is
primarily a live sports and
movie section.
Home Box Office (HBO),
Colyott . said, will offer first-
rurt-moviea-to- subscribers at
an additional charge to the
regular monthly cablevision
fee. Madison Square Garden
(MSG I will present live sports
events, ballet, opera, etc., and
will be carried on Murray
Cablevision at no additional
charge; Colyott said.
Colyott said that the Atlanta
Station, HBO and MSG should
be "on-line" locally sometime
\around the first of the .year.
\ The Nashville station will be
rec ived via eonventional
anten'hq, Colyott said, but the
Atlanta -station, which is
via satellite, • be received
bean, xi thrlikhout the South
locally viaa Fivt\-tneter, dish-
type, ground station. which
will be located --neiar the
present cablevision toWer. •
Colyott emphasized that no
"x-rated" movies will be
carried on-any of the stations-.
Current plans also call for
the elimination of KET
SCORE In Pad.
The regular scheduled visit
to the Commissioner's
Chambers, City Hall,
Paducah, Ky, by the Small
Business Administration loan
officer will be handled on July
20 and August 17, 1978 by a-
SCORE Counselor.
The Service Corps . of
Retired Executives (SCORE). -
is made up of retired
bitsinessmen who work with
SBA in offering counsel and
advise to persons interested in
going into business or to those
people who have need for
assistance in an existing
GE
business.
One of these SCORE
representatives will be on
hand to counsel and advise
people who would be in-
terested in discussing a SBA
loan.
Businessmen inquiring
about an SBA loan are asked
.to bripg with them current
profit and loss statements and
a balance sheet for the' last
complete business -"year.
Person, not presently in
business, but seeking financial
help to start, should bring a
current financial statement.
Channel 21 and WSII-, channel
3, from Harrisburg. Ill., from
the cable programing. Colyott
said that local subscribers will
Aontinue to be able to receive
channel 21 on their sets
through a UHF loop. The cable
vision manager said that sets
manufactured in recent years
already continue the proper
loop that will allow the
channel 21 signal to be
received. Murray Cableviston-
will install loops on sub-
scribers sets that do not have
them free of charge.
Channel 17 of Nashville will
be carried oncable channel 10
beginning next week. WTVF,
channel 5, fr Nashville will
be moved to channel 3 in the
future so that HBO can
carried on Channel 5.
Colyott said the local systeni
has added much more solid-
state equipment to its network
and that other improvernent
in service are scheduled for
the near future.
MAKING IT IN TODAY5 WORLD was the topic of conversation of a panel discussion
moderated by John Mack Carter, editor-in-chief of GOOD HOUSEKEEPING magazine
as part of the 1978 northeastern kiltional meeting of Women in Communications, Inc.
The general theme of the meeting, which was hosted this year by the New York WICI
Chapter and held in the Astor Salon of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, was 
"Making
It_Now". At the dais, from left, were: Pat\Carbine, MS magazine; Joan Lipton, McCann-
Erickson Inc.; Muriel Fox, Cad Byoir & Ags!:sc„ Inc. sp- eaking; Mr. Carter, and Barbara
Smith, Ogilvy & Mather Inc Mr. Carter is the son of-Mrs. W. Z. Carter of Murray.
Offers Air
When you turned on your air
conditioner for the first time
this summer it pro6ably
whirred • to life immediately
and began cooling.
But has it occurred to you
that it may operate a lot more
'efficiently and with less strain
if you'll just take a few
moments with it'' • Al,
General Electric suggests
you follow—a--4ew simple.
procedures to assure your air
conditioner is operating at
peak efficiency._
Follow these simple steps
and you may be able to save
your air conditioner some
hard work (and yourself some
electricity) this summer.
—Trim bushes,' shrubbery.
Any obstuctions to the air flow
around an air con-
ditioner reduces its efficiency,
aa be sureln trim them back.-
-Cheek the .111ter. The in-
" T•t II 111
side air- filter on all air con-
ditioners should be cleaned or
changed regularly. Start the
season clean.
—Check' coils, Inside and
out. Dirty coils reduce the
efficiency of an air conditioner
significantly. The outside coils
are most likely to be affected.
Steam cleaning by a
professional is advisable if
—dirt-accumulation is severe. _
—Check the power cord. It's
Pennyligps
Kentuckys Economy
The J. C. Penny Company,
Inc., contributed $121,584,527
to the economy of the state of
Kentucky in 1977, company
officials have announced. This
represents an increase of
$30,500,410 over 1976 figures.






2,100 J. C. Penny, The
Treasury stores and Treasury
Drug Centers in the U. S., said




' Payroll payment in Ken-
tucky amounted to $9,737,697,
going to 3,624 full- and part-
time associates. The company
employed about 185,000
persons nationally and
overseas at the end of 1977.
The company paid $623,655
in corporate, property, use
and-unemployment taxes In- -
Kentucky during the year,
said Wells. As of January 1, J. 
C. Penny Operated 25 J. C.
Penny stores in the state.
In 1977, the firm achieved
$9.37 billion in sales through
2.100 retail units in the United









located adjacent to the Emergency Room. (Until the
new medical arts bldg. is completed)
Phone for an appointment 159-4098 if no an-
swer 753-2626
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT-.A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT--A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—K—FORD—
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A'— FORD






























be reached on 753-
1916 and 753-1917
just plain common sense to be unit to driving a car in 'stop.
sure the power cord is not -and-go traffic, while a smaller
peehng or Cracked.
If the future of your air
conditioner seems shaky due
to old age, better egin
shopping for a new,, one now.
When you _ do, 'consider
replacing the existing one with
a unit whose capacity is
somewhat less than your
present one.
General Electric specialists
point out that, when it comes
to air conditioning, very often,
"smaller is better." The
compressor of a slightly un-
dersized unit operates More
frequently and maintains good
dehumidification; a unit that
is oversized for the area
cycles the compressor on and
off, allowing humidity to build
up, frequently producing a
"clammy" feeling.
GE experts compare the on-
and-off action of. an oversized
11 Get Your mmernitv Jeans & Tops- for
The Waiting Game
unit operating continuously is
like smooth highway driving.
The tendency in the past.
both among dealers and
consumers has been ti)
-estimate the cooling needs of
an area and then ass a little
for good mea ure. As a result,
many units c rently in use
are oversized.
Added to that, says GE, is
the trend among homeowners
to-2-ttighten up" their -homes
with insulation and weather4
stripping to help hold' own
heating costs. Extra in-
sulation also helps keep heat
outside in the summer, so air
conditioners have less work to
do.
So, if you're planning to
replace-an old air conditioner
with a new one, you might
discuss a somewhat smaller
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seeking better ' com-
munications with their em-
ployees are discarding some
conventional means of
communicating in favor of
more timely, innovative
approaches.
Take South Central Bell of
Kentucky for example. When
a Bell employee has a question
that can't be answered at the
job level, he simply submits
the question to top
management with "Dialog"
car& convenigntly placed on
bulletin boards. To insure
objectivity, an area coor-
dinator removes the em-




initiated in 1974, more than 650
-----MCATTrlql:,-/trit=ttorgti"-Bwtitschtle•--1, 0169S*Cteliege-dit
Terrace, Murray, was here recently to participate in a
three-day business and educational conference with of-
ficers and other leading sales representatives of
Metropolitan life Insurance Company. -
Mr. Barksdale, associated with the company's office in
Paducah, qualified for the conference by providing more
than Si million of life insurance protection for his clients.
He placed in the top 10% of MetrOisblitan's 20,Q00 sales
representatives in the United States and Canada.
Pictured with him at the Great Gorge Resort and Coun-
try Club is his wife, Marilyn.
Kemper Announces
New Policy
A major insurance company
will now replace used personal
possessions that are lost,
stolen or destroyed with new
ones.
To the owner, just because
a piece of furniture, an article
of clothing, or an appliance is
several years old-or older-it
may still be as gooclainew, or
just as useful and valuable to
him or her as the day it was
purchased," Said Bob Nan-
ney, a local Murray agent.
At present, virtually all
insurance companies will only
pay the owner a fraction of
what stolen .or • destroyed
personal possessions would
cost to. replace at today's
values.
That's because virtually all
insurance companies
depreciate stolen or destroyed
property at rates ranging
from five percent to as much
as 50 percent annually. The
rate of depreciation depends
on what the item is, and the
type of use, or abuse, it has
received in the years since it
was purchased.
This common practice is
called determining actual
cash \yalue. It involves a claim
reprentative and the in-
sured reaching an agreement
on what a stolen or destroyed
piece of merchandise would
Cost to replace today: The -
insurance compaky then
depreciates the item.based on
what it would cost to replace
minus a percentage for the
years it has been used.
But now Federal Kemper is
offering full replacement
value for personal property
losses. Under this en-
dorsement, the homeowner
receives the full sum to -
replace stolen or destroyed
property with an item of like
kind and quality. There is no
depreciation.
"In the other states Where
the company offers this en-
dorsement, they have found it
to be one of their most
valuable consumers in-
novations. The endorsement
eliminates most of the
misunderstandings and
arguements which can occur
when an insured and a claim
representative are discussing
a claim settlement," ac-
cording to Nannev.
The endorsement does not
apply to property which
cannot be replaced tart ob-
jects and antiques), property
not maintained in good or
workable condition (junk and
worn out but not discarded
items), and property not being
used by the individual or
stored for such use.
Especially valuable items-
such as some antiques, furs,
jewelry, etc., should be ap-
praised land scheduled
separately on a policy.
with unconventional content.
In recent issues the
publication has questioned the
use of free tickets by
management, criticized the
lack of security in company
parking lot, noted poor per-
formance by management in
bloodmobile donations,
reviewed food served at the
company cafeteria and ex-
plained the newspapers' 830
million conversion to offset
printing equipment.
-We're not out to get
management, but covering
these things as news reduces
mistrust and disbelief on the
part of employees,"-... says
"Intercom" editor Andy
In Lexington, • rapid growth
prompted the architectural
firm of Chrisman, Miller,
questions have been an- Wallace,--Inc.,, to try some
swered, ranging from "How unusual methods of talking
do. I get ahead in this and listening to employees.
business" to '"How do I set Once a month, armed with
myself up for retirement." . proper refreshment, ern-
"We get more than gripes" ployees and management get
says Roy McAllister, staff together after regular
manager-public relations of working hours for what is
the state Bell office. "and the railed a "stafrap." Con-
'employee know they're get- versation is spontaneous and
ting the straight story." :while it may wander to vir-
The straight story for tually any subject, job-related
„employees of Bingham topics are encouraged.
Enterprises, consisting of the Attendance is voluntary.
Louisville Courier-Journal Ashland Oil has gone into'
' and Times as well as other the videotape television
ventures, often comes through business to communicate with
"Intercom," a conventional- its 3,000 employees across the




I recently moved into a new house in the Minneapolis area,
and I'm very disappointed in the washer. Clothes come out
gray And dingy. I'm enclosing an article of clothing that was
just washed. Would you wear anything that looked like that?
— Mrs. D. C., Minnesota
The condition of your blouse is definitely a washabil,it%
probleln due to chemical failure to remove body oils, food and
cooking oils. As of Janyary 1, 1977, Minnesota enacted a
phosphate detergent ban. It is reasonable to assume, therefore.
that you used a non-phosphate detergent. Minnesota also is a
rather hard water area, and most non-phosphate detergents
just do not work well in hard water. We suggest you use slightly
warmer water or consider getting a water softener.
I have read that it is important to disinfect the drip pan of
any refrigerator. What should I use?
—Mrs. M.B.M., California
We recommend disinfecting your refrigerator drip pan
about twice a year with a solution of one cup chlorine bleach
to a quart of water. Use rubber gloves to protect your hands
• • •
Because I didn't read the cooking instructions carefully, I
may have damaged my microwave oven. I tried to cook a
roast wrapped in foil in a glass baking dish. I checked the
meat after 18 minutes cooking time and found brown and
black spots cm the "oven floor. I used a mild detergent on the
oven, but the spots are still there. What else should I try?
• —Mrs. MC.,, New York
can reach a lot of people at the
same time and still get across
fairly complicated malarial,"
says Ashland's A. V. Rash.
The TV equipment was used
recently to explain the
company's new and extremely
complex telephone system.
Without the equipment,
hundreds of office demon-
strations would have been
required, a company offiCial
said.
The increased emphasis on
good., employee com-
municatiOns is apparent in the
Kentucky coalfields as well.
Richland Coal co., Bar-
bourville, recently began a in-
house communication and
public relation program aailis--
• publishing a magazine called
"Richland Coal Today."
Douglas Blair, president,
expects the program, which
has an annual budget of under





Says Bill Glenn Fortney,
Richland public talmpb
director: "Coal operators in
the past have ignored the
employees and the com-
munity. We know this isn't
going to cut it today. It's
better to improve com-
munications now rather than
waiting _until later when
problems arise over a lack of
communications."
Mrs. Jane Potts (left), new owner of The Specialty Shop, is seen here with one of her
employees, Beverly Barnett, showing off some of their new merchandise. Potts says
future plans for the shop include an increase in stock as well as the possible addition
of a maternity line.
Potts New Shop Owner
The Specialty Shop of
downtown Murray, has
recently changed hands. Jane
Potts the new owner has just
purchased the six year old
business from Judy Mastera
and Glenda Overby.
Potts, a native of Calloway
County, has expressed the
change of hands as "a dream
come true." "I've always
wanted to be in some sort of
retail sales and until now I
just didn't have the gump-
tion," she said. "I guess I'll
come down out of the clouds
sometime," she added.
The Specialty Shop is just
that, a special clothing shop
that handles mens and
womens specialty uniforms,
appealling to a varied market
from waitreses to physicians.
Future plans for the store
include the increase of new
stock and possibly the addition
of maternity line. •
Judy Mastera and Glenda
-Overtir, former owners 'still,
own and operate Shoe Biz,
shoe store. The new location
for their store is 104 North 5th
street.
Starks Wes-K Offers Mobile Home Services
Starks Wes-K Mobile Horne
parts and Service is another
new business to the area.
Located on U.S. 641 north of
Benton Starks Wes-K is owned
by Kenneth and Glen Starks
and operated by Maurice and
Ruth Beashear, dilbertsville.
Ky.
The Beashear's have been in
the field of mobile home
service for nine years, with 25
years prior in the heating and
air conditioning business.
According to Maurice
Beashear western Kentucky is
a mobile home paradise. "We
can 'associate with people who
live in mobile home because
we also have for some time."
he commented.
The Beashear's hope to soon
have in stock every type
repair parts available, for
mobile homes.
"A mobile home is no longer
Try non-abrasive cleaners like baking soda, diluted chlorine
bleach, dry oxygen bleach or a paste made with a heavy-duty
, cicaning„detergent. .4f you find extensive damage to the oven 
floor, it is advisable to contact a service technician to be
certain your oven is safe to use,
• •
I have noticed a trartifer of odors from the fresh food section
of my refrigerator/freezer to the freezer section. Wbat can I do
to avoid this problem?
- Mrs. NP., Montana
The best way to prevent the transfer of food odors in your
re frigerator/ freezer. is to store foods in sealed containers. Use
of a canister of activated charcoal or an open dish of baking
soda in the fresh food section also will help prevent transfer of
strong odors within the fresh food section.
If you have a question for the Consumers Institute,
write to Consumer Scene, General Electric Company,




Serving West Kentucky & Tenn.
Representing
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone: 753-7273
BR DEN , METAL BUILDING SYSTEMS
Behind every Braden building it the
experience of 25,000 structures and half-
a-century of fabrication. We offer the
cornplelalina of araden_buitOtags to meet _
a wide range of applications, together'










referred to as a trailer," he
noted, "they were called
trailers when they were first
built. They were smqll and
inconvenient. Nowadays they
are much larger and almost
"That's right! I got my new
financed from the same
place I got my Shield..." •
"MFA Insurance!"
For ..onvenrent auto financins. and Lowrance
IC., all your lamoly. s needs lde health horn.
and car psi look to MM Insurance
We or gel the Sh,eldnd Sheker 'or you'
llomio Ross
VIOL Mein 753-0489
Our farm insurance covers you
from financial loss when nature
plays havoc with your properly.
Get the facts now!
any type person can be found
living in one."
The Beashear's invite
everyone to visit them during
their grand opening to be
announced at S later date.
Door prizes will be given
away.
- Store hours for this new
business are, Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5• p.m. and
Saturday. 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
DANA' NOTES
by Bill Boyd
Age 65 is the
traditional age for
retirement, yet about a
third of Americans over
65 live in poverty. Social
Security benefits, even
when added to company
retirement payments,
are often inadequate.
The time .to plan for your retirement is right
now. Get the thrift habit. Start a savings account
with us and build a retirement fund..
PEOPLES
.M UR RAY NY
Member FDIC
753-4751Bel Air Center
PAG1 6 not MURRAY K,.. LEDGER & TIMIS, Sehirday, Judy IS, 1971
Braves' second baseman John. Rice fires to first in hopes of a double play after forcing out the
Tigers Mork Denham at second as shortstop Kim Wilson watches. The Braves edged the Tigers
12-inn the Coll League game Friday.
Staff Plato by Tony Mat
.Sun Tennis Tourney Still Open
The Entry deadling for the
Paducah Sun Open- Tennis
Tournament his been ex-
tended until 6 p.m. today,
according to Director Paul
Rowton.
Tpe deadline was formerly
Wednesday - for the tour--
nanient, which will be held
July 21-23 at the Noble Park
and Paducah Community
College courts.
Entry fees are $6 for singles
men's and women's ) and $4 a
player for doubles men's and
women's(. All entries must be
on an approved entry blank
and payment in full must
Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
accompany the entry to
be accepted.
The tourney is sanctioned
by the United States Tennis
Association iUSTA) and the
Southern Tennis Association.
A USTA membership is
required and USTA rules will
be followed, including the
nine-point tie-breaker.
Entry forms must be mailed
to Paul Rowton, Sun Tour-
nament Director, P.O. Box
512, Paducah, Ky., 42001. For
further information, contact
Rowton at 442-6265 or 443-2382-
Telephone entries will not be
accepted.
NEW YORK (AP) - the
Nastase says 19-year-old John
McEnroe, the brash left-
hander from nearby
Douglaston, N.Y., is a player
after his own heart.
Were loaded with-u- sed car trade ins-on-new
cars and trucks.
We have to move them so we can park what's
coming in.
Cars from 1 year old to 7. year old. All have
been checked out and :are A.L.used cqrs_We_
have older models * will sell as they are - all at
low, low bargain prices. OW a few listed
below.
2 1973 Pintos,one auto 2D, Red, 47,00 mi.,
one 4 speed. air 3D, red, 51,000, one owner.
1973 Maverick 2 d. Red & White. 6 cyl. auto,
P.S., 40.000 clean as pin.
1975 Mavericti 2D, green, 6 cyl. only 16,000
miles, looks and drives like new
3 1917 Wre-All one owner cars, are 351-
V8, air, auto. P.S. P. Brakes, miles are all
around 15,000. 1-White & Red; 1-Black, 1-
thampagne.
1118 Velar* - 4d, station wagon, Dr. Green,
6 cyl. auto, air,only 15,000 miles.
14 VW Bottle, 2d, orange, 4 speed, only
32,000 miles Real clean, real sharpe.
74,11W 411, 4 d., silver blue, auto, air, 37,000
mi. Local one owner, trade in.
Novo 2 '71 kanadas, 4 doors, 302 V-8, air,
auto, P.S. P. Brakes, Ford Demo car. Never
been sold. Priced to ser,Tow mileage.
2 1974 Grenades, Creme, 4 door, 302 V-8, air
auto, P.S. P. Brakes, Parker Ford Demo,
Like new
117, Old.. Canals - 2d., burgandy, 2800mi
one owner trade in. Loaded with equipment
options.
WM Choy. MOW, Carle - 2 D. dal* jade,
19,000 miles, one owner trade in. Like new,
see it and you'll want it.
1977 Cadillac Sedan Derillo 4 D. Creme,
17,000 mi. Local one owner, all options on it
Really a dream car.
1974 Choc Impala, 2D. White special. ad-
dition Spirit of America. Low mileage,
super condition, one of a kind.
1977 Mercury Myopias— Broughatn 4D. Dove
Grey, demo never been sold, 16,000 mi. All
the Goodies all ready on car. Strictly a
luxury car at a price to move it.
1977 LTD 11-4 door, jade, low miles,
clean as new. Low priced
77 LTD II Sta. Wagon, solid red, Ford demo,
never sold, 11,000 mi. 351-V8 auto, air, p.s. p.
brakes, am/fm stereo, tilt wheel, cruise con-
trol Red plaid interior. Beautiful - See it
today.
10 Within Two Strokes Of British Open Lead
ST.ANDREWS, Scotland
(API - The old course at St.
Andrews has been a tough one
for golfers for more than 400
years. But the pin placings for
the British. Openhave made it
a nig,htmare.
Tom Watson, the defending
()amnion, went- into the last
round today tied for the lead
with Britain's Peter
Oosterhuls, with eight other
players within two strokes.
It's the tightest bunch of
contenders challenging for the
old title in years.
"It's the flag placings that
have made it so tight," said
Jack Nicklaus, one stroke off
the pace. "It's just the way the
golf course has been set up.
"The championship
committee has not given us
any golf course to play with.
Everyone is putting from 25 to
30 feet."
Some of the greens are
huge, with a hole at either end
- one belonging to the out-
ward nine, and the other for
the trip home. The greens are
dotted with hillocks and
fringed with bunkers, and
often the holes are placed so
that approach shots are
impossible from some angles.
-The pin placings are
traditional," said Nicklaus,
who won the second of his two
British Open titles at St.
Andrews in 1970. "You have no
chance to get up close with
approach shots."
Watson, who has been
creeping up through, the field
after a slow start, posted a 2-
under-par 70 Friday for 211, 5




both shot 69. Nicklaus had a
threeround total of 212 along
with Isao Aoki of Japan, Ben
Crenshaw of the United States
and Simon Owen of New
Zealand.
Four players were on 213 -
Americans John Schroeder,
Tom Weiskopf and Tom Kite,
and Britain's Nick Faldo.
Of the 10 leading golfers,
only five - Oosterhuis, Owen,
Crenshaw, Faldo and Kite -
made par-4 at the no(aious
17th, the "Road Hole." -
Most players took three to
get on to the dreaded green.
Nicklaus got on the front of the
big, undulating gtlen but
finished with a bogey-5.
For the second straight day,
Arnold Palmer drove out of
bounds from the 17th tee and
took a triple-bogey 7.
Palmer, 48, had a chance to
become the oldest player ever
to win this legendary tour-
nament, which started in 1860.
But the old campaigner
finished with a 76 and a total of
217.
Cardinals Belt Dodgers, Don Sutton Suspended;
Brewer -Manager Praises Gale In Kcinsas City Romp
' It takes 75 words in the rule Is
book to explain why Don
Sutton faces a 10-day
suspension from pitching for
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
The 33-year-old right-
hander was accused and
convicted of throwing a
defaced baseball to the
Cardinals' Mike Tyson in the
seventh inning of a 4-1 St.
Louis victory Friday night.
That decision, by umpiring
crew chief Doug Harvey, left
Sutton insisting he'd go to
- court to defend himself as an
innocent victim of rule 3.02.
."I'm not saying anything.
I'm going, to file suit," said
SuttOn after being ejected
from the contest. He main-
tained that Harvey was
"depriving me of my rights to
earn a living as-a pitcher." .,
• Elsewhere, Cincinnati beat
New York 6-3. Houston swept
Montreal 4-3 in 13 innings and
54 in. 10, ̀ Atlanta downed
Philadelphia 7-2, Pittsburgh
beat San Francisco 5-2. and
San • Diego downed Chicago 9-
5.
Pete Rose extended his
hitting streak-to a club record-
tying 27 games and Dan
Driessen cracked a game-
winning triple in the seventh
inning to carry Cincinnati past.
New York
George Bamberger takes
back what he said about Rich
Gale. But what he's been say-
ing about the Kansas City
Royals, well, that's something
else.
'He's a heck of a lot better
than F thought,"-the manager
of the Milwaukee Brewers
said Friday night after wat-
ching the Kansas City right-
hander pitch a six-hitter in the
Royals' 9-2 victory over his
team. •
Pete LaCock singled home
the go-ahead run in a two-run
seventh inning, then singled in
two insurance runs in a three-
run eighth to back Gale's
He's a good tennis player the $300,00D Forest Hills" 
Inyitational at the West Sideand he has personality. I like
that," said Nastase. Tennis Club. The match was
Nastase gets a first-hands. Vitas-. Gerulaitis takes on
look at McEnroe today when :Poland'S Wojtek Fibak in the
they meet in the Semifinals of other semifinal tonight.
Braves, Giants Whip Tigers
The Braves whipped the
Tigers 12-11, and the Giants
beat the Tigers 11-0 in the
nightcap in Colt League
baseball Friday night.
The Braves, down 11-5 in the
bottom of the sixth, staged a
miraculous rally to eke out the
win. Kim Wilson singled wit('
two outs to drive in the win-
ning run. •
- John Rice belted a two-rur.
homer for the winners, while
-Joe Mark slammed a homer
for the Tigers.
The Giants used an eight-
run fourth inning to bomb the
Tigers. Six hits, including
homers by Tony Herndon arid
- The Yanks belted the
Pirates 15-4, and the Cards
nudges the Astros 5-3 in
season-ending Kentucky
League games Friday night-
The Yanks, after having
their 11-garne winning streak
broken a week ago, bounced
back for their second straight
victory and ended their season
at 13-1.
Pat Wilson and Scott Nix
combined to hold the Pirates
to two hits.
Mark McClard struck out 13
Astros and Jimmy Kelly laced
two hits to lead the Cards to
their win.
Chuck Adams and Greg
Futrell combined to fan 12
Cards.
In" action Thursday night.
the -Cubs edged the A's 15-14,
and the Reds topped the Twit's
14-3
The Murray-Callowir,
County Swim Team will meet
at the City Park Pool at 8 lo
a.m. Mond' and will depart
for its meet with Marion at s
a. in.
Oyone wishing to help witt,
transportation should pall 73
7878 as soon as possible.
The swim team will Isar.
Urinate in its final meet at the
Calvert City Invitational (kr
„Saturday, July 22. ,
pitching.
• In other American League
games, the Texas Rangers
beat the Boston Red Sox 4-3,
the Baltirnote Orioles
defeated the Minnesota Twins
4-1, the New York Yankees
edged the Chicago White Sox
7-6 in 11 innings, the Detroit
Tigers blanked the Seattle
Mariners 2-0, the Cleveland
Indians routed the Oakland
A's 11-1 and the California
Angels nipped the- Toronto-.
Blue Jays 3-2 in 11 innings.
The Reds carniMed an 11-3 season record, good for second place in the Pork League. Front row,
from lett, are: Patrick Gupton, Mark Miller, Jerry Lowery, Jwoin White, Jon Muehleman, Chris
Douglas- and Alen Basel!. Standing are Trice Seargent, Corey Wells, Todd Seargent, Jimmy Hill,
Jimmy Tripp and Jeff Summerville. Coaches are Jerry Gupton and Tom Muehleman. Not pictured
are Scott Lance and Shannon Slater. _4
And save. Because a properly insulated -home
means year-round energy conservation. Lower cool-
ing costs in summer; lower heating bills during cold
weather.
For details on the energy — and money-saving'
advantages of adequate home insulation, ask for a free
copy of Insulate for Savings and Corn

































































Ricky Smith, helped the
Giants make it 9-0 in the
fourth.
Herndon ended the game
with three hits in four trips,
including another homer, and
Joe Rose added three hits.
The local chapter of Ducks
Unlimited will meet
Monday at 7 pa& at the,
Triangle', Restaurant. All
waterfowl enthusiasts are
encouraged to attend and
plan for the fall's activities.
The A's scored seven runs in
the top of the fifith for a 14-8
lead, but the Cubs banged out
six hits and Scored seven of
their own for the win.
Jody BUrkeen led the
winners with a single and
Robert Hopkins smashed a
triple, a double, and two
singles to lead the A's hitting
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The U. S. Fish & Wildlife
Service has released the
results of a nationwide survey,
conducted every five years
since 1955, and has called this
1975 Survey the most com-
prehensive ever undertaken.
For the first time the survey,
conducted by National
Analysts of Philadelphia, PA,
SPORTSMAN'S JOURNAL A Six Point Oh Oh One Miles Per Callon Vasstion
included attempts at
assessing wildlife-related
activities of those who do not
hunt or fish - so-called
"conconsumptive users. The
two-phase study took place
over two years. A telephone
questionnaire of the general
41 population was followed with a
second -Mail questionnaire
phase of Only hunters and
fishermen. Findings include:




+Fishing was the largest
category, with almost 54
million people engaging in this
activity.
+Hunting participation _
reported in 1975 for persons 9
years. and older was 20.5
photography was
a pastime for 14 million people
other activities measured
were 'wildlife observation;




invested sizeable sums to
enjoy these activities. The
statistics tabulated by the
analysts Showed that
fishermen spent an estimated
$15.2 billion dollars for an
average of $282 per angler,
11061 loss lhof hoot Hay To So
Hunters have long pointed
with pride at the many wildlife
made possible though their
contributions: millions of
acres of habitat restored by
state and federal wildlife
agencies, million of dollars of
financial support raised
through licenses, duck stamps
and the 11 percent excise tax
• .,,n sporting arms and am-
munition, and restoration of
many species of American
wildlife through scientific
wildlife management.
In spite of these advances,
each passing season finds_the
hunter experiencing difficulty
in finding places to pursue his
sport. Viewed in a simplistic
manner, one of the problems
can be attributed to habitat
loss but of a different kind. All
of us are aware of the direct
forms of loss, such as
changing land use practices
aid urban sprawl; but we
must also consider our own
• behavior as a possible 'factor
contributing to loss of hunting
areas.
Reasearch indicates that
hunter inisconduct is a
causative factor in an in-
creased amount of land being
posted during recent years. A
study done in New York
revealed that posted private
land there went from 26
percent of 42 percent in .10
years, and more than half of
the posting owners listed poor
hunter behavior as a cause. A
1976 pool of public opinion
toward, hunting showed that
the hunter is often viewed as a
peony trained individual
lacking the ability and ethics
to do a good job in the field.
Significantly, in both studies it
was the' hunter who is held in
;low regard and not the sport
itself.
The trend toward increased
posting is generally more
prevalent near urban areas.
Hunting pressure is greater,
and-.4Ats....4well,grs. are less
likely to understand the
consequences to a farmer of a
gate left open or a 4 x 4 driven
across a newly planted field.
Landowners in such areas
often post their property in
sheer self-defense; acts of
negligence and thought-
lessness can 'cost them part of
their income.
We must police our own
ranks if we are to stop and
whole hunters invested $5.8"
billion, for an average of $284
per hunter. The survey can be
purchased from Superin-
tendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Pirinting Office,
Washington, D. C. 20420.
Order Number is 024-010-
00441-1. Price is $3.00.
Nine Cases Heard
• In Federal Court
Offenses ranging from
possession of a firearm,
failing to maintain accurate
taxidermy records, shipping
Wildlife in interstate com-
merce without marking the
container as required by law-,
and having in custody un-
tagged and-or improperly
tagged migratory birds
belonging to another, to
speeding were heard in the
Hdpkinsville U. S. Magistrate
-Court, recently. Fines ranging
from $25 to $75 were levied.
—Six cases involving violations
at Land Between The Lakes
were heard.
reverse this trend towardi
increased posttng. Peer
pressure is effective against
--4111Wallte& bglay.IPS.
group; don't be afraid to make
• four opinions . known. We
simply cannot continue to
tOlerate irresponsiblility in the
field.
Let's clean up our act for the
'78-79 season. Respect for
landowner's rights can go a
long way toward slowing this
particularly unnecessary






The Lakes has announced an
increase of 14 buffalo calves
this Spring. The present 60-
buffalo herd located on a 200
acre pasture near the old
Model, TN site began with
only 19 buffalos in 1969. The
initial herd was acquired from
the Theodore Roosevelt
National Memorial Park near
Medora, North Dakota.
Fox Dies F1'OM Rabies _
Chikhgen Take Painful Shots
By: John Wilson
If you see a wild animal
acting Stringely,• leave it
strictly' alone. There's always
the possibility that it has
rabies.
Although tWs dread disease
is most commonly associated
with dogs, virtually all
mammals can contract rsbies
and transmit, it to man. roses,
bats and rats are among the
most common carriers of
rabies, but skunks may ac-
tually be more dangerous,
since they can carry the
rabies virus for six to eight
months, according to Joe
Bruna, director of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife's game management
division.
This means that even a
"deodorized" skunk certified
disease-free could suddenly
develop rabies months after it
is purchased, Brune says.
A wild animal with rabies
often does not exhibit the fear
of man that is natural among
wild creatures. This can lead
many people to think that the
anizzAl is a lost "pet'-."
Children are especially prone
to try to adopt such an animal,
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. L Sat.
Murray Home & Auto







since they have been con-
ditioned by TV shows and
movies depicting all wild
animals as cuddly, loveable
creatures.
In one recent case, a group
of youngsters at a church-
sponsored children's home
captured a fox. They thought
the animal looked sick,- so they
brought it to the Game Farm
at Frankfort for treatment.
After a few days, the fox died,
and the Department of Health
confirmed that it was rabid.
Two of the Game Farm- em-
ployees and all ottht children
who had come in contact with.
the fox had to take the painful
.series of rabies shots. -
All children, particularly
those living in rural area's
where the chances of en-
countering wild animals are
great, should be warned about
the danger of handling, or
even approaching, any animal
that is acting sick or unusual,
or which does no seem to be
afraid of them.
Rabies is transmitted from
one animal to another, or to
man, by the saliva from the
diseased animal, usually
through a bite. But the virus
can enter the skin from any
.open wound which the saliva
contacts.
. Any suspicious animal
should be reported to the local
authorities — either the
county health department, the
local cdhservation office 'or
the sheriff's office. If someone
is bitten' or Otherwise cht,
tacked, he should . seek-im-
mediate medical aid, and
every attempt should be made
to kill or capture the animal.
By the timethe symptoms of
rabies appear, it is too late to
counteract the disease by
vaccination. Health depart-
ment officials can determine, •
by examining the -animal's
head, whether or not it is
rabid. If the animal cannot be
located, then the victim
usually must undergo the
rabies treatment as a
Precaution.
Of course, all dogs, cats or
other pet animals should be
umoculated as directed by a
veterinarian, and even an
immunized pet should be
watched closely if it is bitten


















By Hamp Brooks Jr.
At long last the day finally
arrives. Four years in the
getting ready for- it! Saving a
dollar here, two dollars there,
accumulating vacation days,
doing without some things just
in order to be ready for the big
event. A genuine honest to
goodness Fourth of July real
vacation just like all the big
wheels take every year.
And boy is the whole family
really going bananas getting
ready. You cast a feverish eye
at the sleek shining new travel
trailer solidly squatted there
in the driveway with st,
lowered and in pure defiance.
of all known zoning laws. No
doubt about it. You really got
a bargain there. Just two
years old and far less than half
of what one of the things cost
new.
Already your life has begun
to change. And how. The day
you got it and pulled it home
the faithful old Pinto with
eighty-seven thousand miles
on it completely absolutely
"teetotally" disintegrated the
rear end.-And that brought on
the frantic search fOr a pull
piece with some real muscle.
Boy did you ever do good
there too! That big brutal
looking four wheel drive truck
looks like never say die, all
hitched up and ready to pull
that trailer anywhere on this
earth you decide to travel. The
fact that last month's Gulf bill
read two seventy-nine forty-
eight instead of the customary
fifty-four or so now seems
insignificant as the day dawns
for vacation to begin.
Your appearance is good
considering. Considering that
you have missed two nights
sleep straightening out the
minor problem of seventeen
sudden leaks that spilled forth
in the water system when you
hookerd up the garden hose to
fill the .water holding tanks.
What idiot forgot to winterize,
this hettstiful trailer last
winter?
No sweat. A bunch of those
hose clamps and some ctibber
hose and you're back in
business once more. Mom and
the kids have already loaded
the ton and a half of assorted
items more or less necessary
for such a journey. You run
down your check list of items
carefully remembered over
four years planning. All on
board.
Presto. All aboard. It's off
and away. For two full weeks
of fun and frolic in the won-
derful world out yonder.
You cut a mighty fine im-
pression for a fellow with the
_kW cocked at a jaunty angle
and those aviator type
sunglasses snugged down just
right. Man this is hying. That
big old truck booms down the
highway with ease and you
scarcely notice the toad
trailing behind. Morn is-curled
up there in front with you
taking it all in, and the kids
are stashed in the topper
behind with no audible relays
to distract one. What more
could one ask for?
One hour later you turn in at
the gas station. Mom quickly
scribbles down the figures
while you pay. The younger
child complains about the heat
in the rear of the truck. A
bottle of Mr. Pibb and off
again. Six point oh oh oh one
miles per gallon. You console
yourself with all the costly
hotel bills and high priced
Meals you are going to save.
Lunch brings another
revelation. You discover the
wise guy who ..t_.the piece of
chewing gum over the stove
orifice was probably not a kid
after all. Bad leak there.
Flames just over two feet high
when you lit it. Cold hot dogs.
They go further that way.
Afternoon. Ninety-two
degrees. One child is riding in
Mama's lap and her leg is
beginning to cramp. The other
is. asleep in the middle of the
seat, constantly falling over
against you. Each single
solitary concrete expansion
joint in that highway of the
SHOWN ,ABOVE Are Margaret and Tom Wilkins of
Murray with their fine string ol bass taken In a farm pond
near Folsomdale. The Wilkins caught their string using
orange and chartruese beetle, spins in about 2 feet of
water. The largest bass, held by Margaret weighed about
3 pounds.





Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.0. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N. 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
Carroll Tire Service
(see Us For.' uniroyot Gumbo and Micheehn Tires •
"'"•17, '
r epee r r
net state is sending greetings
through your entire spine. And
you thought a camper Special..
truck was made to pull
campers. Ten ply tires no less.
You pull into the cam-
pground. Rest sweet rest. Two
hours and twenty-seven
minutes later you have suc-
ceeded in getting the camper
level enough that the
refrigerator - will not self
destruct during the night. You
hi/ *I/PheS
and Mama are speaking. In
one syllable words only. Some
of them with four letters. No.
No. Wait. Not that lever son!
Whet a mess. You were
supposed to Nook up the
sewage 'hose first.
As you settle your seventy-
four inch frame into the sixty-
seven inch ed you know that
tomorrov will be a better clay.
How sweet it is! HAPPY
FOUR WHEELING.
Fishing line
Hopefully silk won't have
much more drawdown on the
lakes for a while.
The water level is below
summer pool now and many of
the good tree tops that are
usually covered are exposed.
If you anchor about ten
yards out on a shallow sloping
point or bar about 8 p.m. you
will see some good fishing
activity. Gnats, shad minnows
and bass are all in a hurry to
'feed before dark and if you are
'quiet, you should be able to
catch some of these nice bass.
Top ' water lures that are
noisy seem to produce the best
but you should know by now
that they can prove us wrong
very easily.
The sauger are a little
finicky right now sO' change
lure. so change colors often
and stay on the river channel.
White bass are slow but
should surface soon and
provide some good"junk"
fishing.
Bluegill are still good on
popping bugs and ultra-light
spinners along shady
shorelines.
t baitCatfish are good on cu_ . _
in the larger bays and along
the rip-rap at all bridges and
docks.
Crappie are good - on deep
drops in creek channels.




Care" has purchased 2 copies
of the new film put out bk
Wildlife Legislative Fund,
Ohio Division called "The
Right to Hunt". The film does
an excellent job selling the
hunter's side of this con-
troversial subject. There is a
charge of $15.00 for rental to
non-member clubs. Clubs that
are members of the
"Bowhunters Who Care" may
have the film no charge,- In •
/6both cases the film will o out
prepaid and shout, . sent --
back prepaid:— . -' •-•;,-.
Anyone interested shoultr
write: "Bowhunters Who':-
Care", Box 476, industr.tal:
Site, Columbus, Nebraska'
68601. , 
Loosening Sawed Anchors 
•
Every boater is bound some
day to have his anchor foul.
When this happens, it doesn't
help to get panicky. Remember
that if all else fails, you can
always cast free of the snagged
anchor.
When it's obvious that your
anchor is fouled;- the recom-
mended procedUre is to start
the boat's motor, put it in gear,
and move forward directly over
the anchor and then beyond.
Proreed until the anchor- line
angling downward and aft from
your bow exerts a pull in the
opposite direction on the an-
chor. Boating experts suggest
that you use a gentle hand on
the throttle since the ap-
plication of too much power can
make the boat yaw and roll to
one side.
V this trick fails, loosen the
anchor line' from the bow, they
!e•
carry the line's end aft. Affix:0
to some really strong piece "nf _-
hardware on the stern, such ai
ski tow eye or tiedown eye_ Ease
open the throttle to take up
slack, then feed on inore and
more power. With a big out-
board or sterm drive, very
"great pull can safely be put on0)
a Snagged anchor this way, aditi
rarely will it remain hooliild
unless it is snagged on
something such as a piece -of
steel on a sunken ship.
In the infrequent event of in
anchor being fouled hopelessly,
tie a life preserver, emdty
gasoline tank or any othitr
buoyant object to the anchor
line to serve as a marker. and
cast it off. You can return later
with a scuba diver who will go
down and work the anchor fnie
from whatever is holding it it)
stubbornly.
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters






24 Pour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
-We Appreciate Your Business'
-
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
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1 legal Nettie
AS OF July 15, 1978, We,
Ira and Lillie Taylor will
no longer be responsible













be submitted by 12
noon, ,the- day before
pubilcation.
 -" e r
classifieds must be





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
• Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10,62.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking












business to better serve
this conununity_ and in
doing so, we haVe--ifici'v
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South 13;11., Phone 753-
31U. r
BIBLE FACTS INC. -
Isaiah 55:6 states "Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, call y_e
upon him while he is
near:" Now is the time
to seek---OOD! Bible
Servaces Saturdays 3
P.M. to 4:30 P.M. Bible
answers or study
anytime. 759-4600.






















































Apply in person, Sykes











live in and care for
unattached invalid lady.





resume ta P. 0. Box 32N.
JOURNEYMAN plum-







1-2 hours a day. Salary
approximately $1500 per
year to start. For more
information call' 1-800-




Transit System is ac-
cepting applications for
the position of bus
driver. Work hours are




record. Salary $2.65 per
hoi4. Applications may
be ofitained at the City
Clerk's office, City Hall




with figures. No ac-
counting or typing in-




























BUSINESS for sale due










ers. We prefer prior
management experie-
nce but it is not a must.
Company offers ex-
cellent earnings op-
p ort un it e s for
qualified individual
and a good opportunity
for rapid ad--
vancement. Good
benefits and all ex-
penses are paid. If in-





in making extra money




Phone 753-9039 from 6



















WANTED TO _BUY old
books, no text books or
paperbacks. Also,old oil
paintings. Box- 32K,
Murray, KY 42.071. -
WANTED 1045 acres
land with building site
within 5 miles of Murray
give or take. 753-8592.
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
WOULD LIKE to find a
country home in
Calloway that has
assumable Loan. Need 3




Albritton at 1-443-0892 or
Mr. Albritton at 1-388-
9991.
- --
WANT 111 BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will paY
top prices percentage or
acre. ('all 498-8757.












27 Mobile Home Sales15 Articles For Sale
PEA SHELLERS, does a














doors and wire mesh










500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. Stli
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
FOR SALE, 5 steel
tressels, 56' long, Call
492-8390, can be seen at
old Hazel School.
FOR SALE, tiro lawn
mower, .electric start,
self-propelling, also




114I CNOIU POI PM
PermITING"




759-1078 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE recliner, off
white vinyl. $20. Call 753-
6752 after 5:00 p.m.
DISHWASHER, harvest
gold, call 437-4894.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
-1t. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.




Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.






LIKE NEW queen size




NEW GE dryer, only $12
per month. Call
Goodyear Service Store,
12th & Glendale, 753-
0595.
FRIGIDAIRE RANGE


















THREE PIECE BR suite,
coffee table and end
tables, 753-8615.
19 Farm Equipment
BUSH HOG type mowers,
4', $295 ; 5', $325; 6', $475;
7', $650. Kough
Equipment, 10 miles
west of Murray on
Call 382-2207.
FOR SALE tobacco- ano

















boat, 161/2 ft., 175 hor-
sepower Evinrude,
Brown and gold metal
flake. Call 753-8647.
MUST SELL 1978 Com-
bination skiing-fishing
boat. 85 hp Johnson with
power trim. Trolling
motor and depth finder.
-Call 759-1940 after 5.
1973 16' ARROW Glass
Bass Boat and trailer
with 1972 Johnson 85 HP
motor, Trolling motor,








trim, $2695. Phone 437-
4371.
22 Musical
MUSIC I FSSONS: im-
mediate openings for_
piano, organ, or. voice.
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.








34 acre lot. This home is
in excellent condition
with many extras.
Located about 3 miles
out of Murray just off 94
E. on Hwy. 280 about 11/2
miles. First gravel road
past East Elementary,
third mobile home on
the left. Can be seen
after 5 p.m. and all day
weekends.
FOR SALE a lot and
trailer furnished and a
big living rocun.acided on
and all newly painted. in
Hardin, $2800. 753-6791.
10 x 45 NASHUA, 2 BR,
partially furnished, 100
amp pole, all electric,
$2000. Call 753-0284.
12 x 36 TWO BR mobile
home, 1977 model with
_ _new tulat.i.pti, all_





Ky. Across from Irving--
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, but
check our prices. Open





Selidion - quality -
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for


















SIBLE party to tall up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.





dryer. Very nIrt. $50041
751-4074 or 753-1877
1975 14 X 70 TWO
bedroom, 2 full baths.
• and '34 acre lot. Will sell
separately, $14,500 for
all. i'alK753-1601 ask for
Ricky.
UNFURNISHED -
owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492-
8892 after 5 p.m.
CENTRAL COOLING









FOR SALE, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489-
2533.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




400 N. 4th, hoist air
compressor and gas
heat. No spray painting
753-4041.
31 Want To Rent
LOCAL PERSON wants a
small private apart-
ment, 1 BR near
University. Willing to fix
up. Call E. H. Lax or
Debbie Patton at 753-
5285.
WANT TO RENT quiet
room or apartment in
Murray close to MSU.
Call collect 527-8551.
32 Apartments For Rent
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED 1 taR
apartment. Inquire 100
S. 13th.
34 Houses For Rent
FOR RENT, unfurnished
2 bedroom duplex near
University. Couple or
retiree preferred,
available August I, 753-
5421.
NICE TWO BR brick
house for rent at





house, 4 bedrooms, 242
baths, $250 per month
with $250 deposit. No




garage, garden, no pets,'
references, 753-7551.
TWO BR house, call 753-
5871 after 5.
36 For Rent Or lease
37. Livestock Supplies




Alin° Heights, $100 per
month plus deposit. Call
759-1966 after 6:30 p.m. -
FURNISHED ONE or two
bedroom,- married_
couples and singles only.
Zitnnierman Apart-




Available August 10, 436-
5479. -
FOR RENT, 1 bedroom
_apartment. Section 8,
federally •Subsized





ducklings, $2 each, baby








EIGHT WEEK OLD Toy
Poodle, apricot, male,
registered with first




kitten for sale. Blue
smoked color, pick- of
the littler, $50. Call 642-
6742 or 782-3732, Paris.
AKC GERMAN
SHEPHERD puppies,
solid black and all




July 15, 8:30 to?. 3 miles
out on 841 North. Follow
signs.
YARD SALE, plants,-






GARAGE SALE, July 14
and 15, 10:0)Ta.m. to 6:00
p.m. 20 gallon, 115 volt










Positions to be filled Coin Operator At-
tendants, Counter Clerks, Steam





Now hiring waiters, waitresses, bus
boys, and kitchen personnel. Apply in
person only at
Dakota Feed and Grain



















































































































































































Double box springs and
mattress, toys, curtains,
bikes, odds and ends. 9-
5, Lynnwood Estates, 2
miles on t21 South.
-
YARD SALE, Saturday.
506 S. 9th. Clothes of all
kinds, ladies shoes size
8-10, men and women
and baby clothes, baby
buggy, some furniture,
dishes, iron skillets,
pots and pans, pot
flowers, lots Of other
items.
CARPORT SALE, 515














um,. lent %NOS CA"'
PAINT YOU A FUTURE
of Success! A long-








located in center of
Murray. .Owner wm
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a











everything you need to
start cattle ranch or hog
Operation. Two year
round spring supply
fresh water. 144 acres of
_ lush greenery. Several
small out buildings. Call
us- and take a look
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
• FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres ½ mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump, "
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
. to see this good buy.
--A-- GROUND LEVEL
opportunity.. Lots, lots,
and more lots. ..Just
listed in lake area " nice
sized" lots for building.
Priced from $2,395 to
$4,500. Also lots fronting
on Hwy. 80 east of
2001.,256iFon4y




An ideal home for the
large, • family. Five
bedrooms 21/2 baths,
large family room with
built-in bookshelves,
large recreation room and sewer system.
(24 x 14), fireplace in Located on Hwy. 280
living room, abiiiiciant with 200 feet of highway
storage areas, located
61/2 miles from Murray,
additional -acreage may
be purchased. Priced in








come, • $725 per month.
For more information
out-of-town owner can






With The Friendly Tame'
0. WHERE THE LIVING
IS EASY.. . 1 acre, 1/2
mile from Murray - 2
bedroom B.V. home.
One stall horse barn,
horse lot, area for
dogs, garden area.
apple --trees,
grap arbor. Priced to












2 bath home with central







concrete floor and 220
wiring. Quality hqme -
Good value. Priced in




With The Fnendly Touch"
MAKE MONEY






on one si4e, live in the





Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guesVapartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
;110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
















ilIVOSSMV -1101 -5IOd-S810 VII 1111131M-SINV141 ;3
Dixieland Center 753-9668
REDUCED - 2 BR, 1/2
bath, central gas heat,
, central electric air
conditioning mobile




"SORRY MADAM, BUT WITH ALI_
HE SE tOUR) STS F ROM AB ROAD
VE.E.P1








on KY-TN line. 2 BR
frame home, storm
windows and doors, Gas
heat also wood flue. A
tobaccci barn and base
goes with this home. All
jocated on 10 acres of








101 Sycamore Murray, Ey,
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING - "Quality
plus" best describes this
new 3 bedroom, 2 bath






are only a few of the
qoality features of this




laildies Mt or imovisomort
Weed ea Keay St Met off
of So. 1615. W•atlorl lot
ideally seitisd for walk-out
kaisawm, all city
Priced a 15600.
Country atmosphere yet Dilly
ariwatos from found Arlo BR
brick whit adjoining woods.
Rawl backyard. Carpet *rot
heriviood m [iviesg room sad
hell. Large Li & Nadu it.
IN. bath, Immune?,
wo ion. Only S34,500.
NEW LISTING , - in
prestigious Dilits
Estates. If you want a
house that is different
from your neighbors,
see this one! Three
beautiful bedrooms,
large bathrooms, stereo
intercom, _ heat pump
and a large upstairs
game room. All this plus
fireplace, extra storage
and well decorated - call
us and let Us show you








This brand new chalet
type cottage features
cathedral ceiling, 2
bedrooms and a sleeping
loft, -Irving room, kit-
chen, plus it's fully
carpeted, and dining
area. There's also a l0' .x
24' patio sun deck that
-'overlooks the lake. All of
-this on a lovely 100' it
140: water access lot! All
for the unbelievable
price of $22,500! Call us
today - It won't last
long!! JOHN SMITH,
REALTOR, The Gallery
of Homes, Village of
Homes, Village Center,
Hwy. 641 N., 753-7411






Insurance & Rear Estate
soonside Court Squore ,
,- Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
LAKE PROPERTY - 2
bedroom home in pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot, with lovely view of-
Kentucky Lake. .Priced
at only $18,500! Don't








With The Friendly Touch-
SPECIAL-SAVINGS--
SPACIOUS. . . Rolled






sideration. 2 acre lot.
In the low 30's. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Drive. 3 BR,








FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
. room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dish-
washer and disposal,.
built-in stove with hood,







Place, 753-0196 or 753-
7906
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus 82.85
FET, 750x16", 8- ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FE'T.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.






C60, 16' flat dump, twin
hoist grain sides, and
cattle rack, 3900 miles.
753-8615.
1972 NOVA, 4 door,
automatic, air, power
steering, AM-FM radio
and tape player, $1095.
Call 489-2595.





well, 11/2 miles from city
limit. Call...15' 3-2841, 8 til
4.
THREE BR brick, cen-
tral heat and air, large
kitchen, dining room
combination, large
patio,. 1/2 miles from
Murray, $32,500. 753-
-- 9775.
FOR SALK is OWNER,
1542 Oxford Drive. 3
extra large bedrooms,
living room, dining
room with wood parquet
floor, den with fireplace,
eat-in kitchen with built-
in range and dish-
washer, utility room, 2
baths, 7 extra large
closets,- 2 car garage,
beautifully landscaped,
3100 square feet. 753-
6156.
BEAUTIFUL SUB-
' DIVISION neu brick
home. 3 RH, 2 b,3ths, LR,
family room, built-in
kitchen, DR, UR, double
carport and large lot irr
Benton. 527-1450.




gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill.' Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
- Manor, call 753-9602.
THREE ROOM furnished




PER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jirtf•
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden




1975 SUZUKI GT 380,
sharp, silver with
matching helmet, "Crash
bar, sissy' bar, luggage




'condition, $2300 or best
offer. 362-8738,
Gilbertsville.
1974 YAMAHA 360 MX
dirt bike, new knobby
tire chain and rear
sprokett, $450 or best
offer. Call 753-5368 after
5 p.m.
FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.'rn., •
1975 HONDA 400 Super
Sport ami 2 Hondaline
full facr 11,e1mets. 753-
6562 after 6 p.m.
1823 HONDA 350 SL. Less




farm tire service, truck







4 9 Used Cars I Trucks
1977 PONTIAC Formula,
power steering, brakes,
air am-fm tape, black
and gold, extra sharp,





air, michelon tires and
trailer hitch, 65,000*
miles, $1800 or best.
offer. 759-1158. ._
FORD customized van.




bed, ice box, s ' ..rta-




FOR SALE, 1940 Fleet- ARROWHEAD CAMPER
wood Cadillac, A-1 sales has the new
-condition. Call 753-3613. fiberglass cargo cover,
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
Ky. 247-8187.1972 PLYMOUTH, 4 door,
automatic, air, good
condition,_489-2595.
1977 DODGE_ Maxi van,
Roland custom interior
and , exterior, Mag
wheels, PS, PV, air,
auto, cruise, TV, CB,
and 8 track AM-FM, low
mileage. 753-0121.
1974 YOLKS WAGON
• Super Beetle. 2 new





body, Mag white letter
wheels, 4354429. - '
FOR SALE, 1972 Inter-
national 1619 with 21'
box van with rolltup
door, V-8, real good
'condition. Phone _759-
1811.




RABBIT 2 Door hat-
chback deluxe, Car is in
exCellent condition with
25,000 actual miles. Red
exterior with white
interior. $2450.00 Call 1-
354-6217 after 4.
1974 HONDA Cigic Hatch-
back, 4 sPeed, radio,
767-4252.
1967 MUSTANG, 6 cyl.,
automatic, fair con-
dition, $700 or best offer.
Call 753-5368 after 5 p.m.
1959 GMC, 1 ton pickup,
$600. 437-4338.
FOR SALE 1950 FORD
pick-up truck flat head




and &track tape player,
Real good tires. Call
after 5 p.m. '901-642-7010.
1970 IMPALA, 350 2
barrel, 15-16 miles per
gallon, 'good motor, fit
body, $650. 435-9165.
1977 LTD 2 door, 9000
miles, price $4.100. Call
753-8730 or 753-6965.





great, $225. Call 767-
6252.
1973 HONDA Civic, $800
or best offer. Call 767-




miles, local car, $3475.
Call Taylor Motors, 753-
1372.
ONE 4 WHEEL drive jeep
truck, automatic, like
new. Call 436-2427.
1975 • MONTE CARLO,
,triple bleck, buckets,
must See. Call 753-3410.
FOR SALE, 1974 Old-
smobile Royale, power














Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after '5
p.m.
AIR CONDITIONING
sales and service, R. C.
Evans, 474-2748.
I DO PAINTING of all





free estimates call 753-
1537. --








hauling. Call collect. 437-
4756.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 o.m. 753-7149.
DRIVEWAY WHITE
rocked and graded, rip-
rap delivered and
placed, decorated rock,
all kinds, masonry sand,
free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m-
1974 STARCRAFT-- -
Starmaster 8, excellent HOUSE FRAMING, $1.15




dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcrait Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-





ficient service. No job





roofs sealed Call Jack
Glover 763-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
DO YOC need siiunps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove-
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob-Kemp, _435-4343.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will -do
plumbing, heating,




between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelly.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleining. Call John





No. costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we













exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2553,
Ralph Worley.
FOR SALE, .,..Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and





Company Inc. Air con-

























Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood, burner in





' plant and child care
Call 753-73749.
_ --





needs job, will do baby'
sitting, house cleaning,
mow lawns. Call Kathy
at 753-0749.
SMALL DOZER. Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
753-0129 or 753-7370.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field





B & J HYDRAULICS.
Service calls or in-shop
repair of hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding, -
prices start at $17.50.







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,








Monday-Friday- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013,
B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air-equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East
436-2788
MARBLE
Designed and Custom made right here in
Murray. If you don't know your marble.
Know your manufacturer.
• 'Quality That Will Please"
Thornton Tile
And Marble
612 So. 9th 753-5719
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Deathi and Funerals 
-Tilmon Armstrong
Dies At Age 80;
Services Incomplete
Tilmon Armstrong, 80, 805
N. 18th., Murray died at 155
a.m. Saturday at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lilly McDaniel Armstrong,
Murray, one daughter, Mrs.
Barney (Helve Helm, Hazel
Park. Mich. A son, Richard
Armstrong, Route 1, Murray,
survives, as does a sister,
Mrs. Helen Doughty, Murray.




incomplete at Max Churchill
F.uneral Home in Murray.





Albert W. Nichy Sr., 54, 1218
Melrose Lane, Murray, died
9:30 p.m. Friday at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
-A veteran of World War II,
Mr. Nichy was 'a member of
Murray Moose Lodge and Mt.
Vernon Masonic '0219 of
Alexandria, Va. He was the
former owner of Dixie Cream
Donut Shop in Murray. -
Arrangements were in-
complete early today at Max
-Churchil Funeral Home in
-Murray.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Jean Nichy, Murray
Two daughters survive,
Mrs. Jimmy (Sandra) Tucker,
Mayfield, Mrs. Billy (Connie)
Angle, Route 5 Murray. Two
sons survive, Albert Nichy Jr.,
Fox Meadows, Murray,- and
Michael Nichy, 1218 Melrose,
Murray.
Thtee sisters survive, Mrs.
Ann Loux, Arnold, Pa., Mrs.
HazetPiontlia Pittsburg, Pa.,
and Mrs. _Olga _relling._
Cleveland, Ohio,
Two brothers, HWY' Nichy.
Buffalo, N. Y., and Steve




Dies At Age 70;
Services Incomplete
Mrs. Zftell Morton Cooper,
Route 1, Hazel, died at 7:30
Cm. today at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
--flhe is survived by het'
h-tisband, Hafford Cooper,
Route 1. Hazel, two daughters,
Mrs. James Grooms, Route 1,
Hazel, and Mrs. Rob Mc-
Callon, Route 2, Murray.
A son, Ted Cooper, Route 1,
Hazel, a sister, Mrs. Bardon
Nance, Puryear, Tenn., and
four brothers, Melvin Morton,
Route 1, Hazel, Euel B.
Morton, Route 4, -Murray;
Carmon Morton, Route I
+lazel, and Joe Morton,
Murray, also survive, as do
seven grandchildren and three
great-grandchik5en.
A. _ son, j.,owelk Cooper,
preceded the deceased in
death in 1976.
She, was a member of Oak
Grove Baptist Church.
Funeral services are in-
complete at Blalock-Coleman




Services for Albert t Butch)
Dodd, 52, 913 N. 18th, Murray,
who died today it Murray-
Calloway County Hospital,
will be Monday, 2 p.m., at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home in
Murray with burial in Murray
City,Cemetary.
Brother John Dale will
oficiate the funeral. Friends
may call at 6 p.m T tbday.
Mr. Dodd was an employee
of Garland Used Cars in
Murray. He ,was born May 9,
1926 in Calloway County. 4.
Survivors include his wife,
Betty Dodd, 913 N. 18th..,
Murray, and his mother, Mrs.
Sanova Dodd, Route 5,
Murray.
A step-daughter, Cathy Rev. Whittaker
Dodd, Murray, survives, as do Revival 




Drew McG ulsin will be the
speaker at the 10:30 a.m.
Sunday service of- the
.1' niversity Church of Christ.
Ernie Bailey will serve as
Songleader, announcements
will be given by W. H. Brooks,
Jack Wilson will offer the
opening prayer and David
Fitts will read the scripture
from Matthew 16.
The closing prayer will be
offered by Leonard Wood.
The opening prayer for the 6
p.m. service will be given by
Wayne Williams with Gary
Taylor giving the closing
prayer. Wilson Gantt will read
the scripture from Phillipines
Liberty Church To
Ha Revival Meet
two sons. Joe K. Dodd. 1311. at the 
I.iberty Cumberland
_
SIGN INSPECTION—Larry Barlett, director of campus planning services at Murray
State University, inspects one of the new reflectorized signs being installed to identify
buildings on the campus. The sign in front of Sparks Hall, the administration buirding, is
one of S4 to be erected. The shield with three stars, an adaptation of the official
university emblem, will be on all signs. A color-codes system of signs is also planned
to disignate parking areason-the campus.
41-CE *kV 
—T he Rev Dr . Bill Whittaker,
pastor &t the First Baptist
Jerry W. Dodd, 13-05 Vine, iust' off Highway 
94 East,




Route 5, Murray, a sister,
sufvives._
Three brothers, Charles
Dodd, Route 5, Murray, Jean
Dodd 609 9th„ Murray, and
Vernon Dodd, Royal Oak,
starting Sunday, July,' 16, and Church, will speak at the 10:45
continuing through Friday, a.m. and seven p.m. worship
July 21. . services on Sunday, July 16.
The guest evangelist will be His morning sermon topic
The Rev. Earl Roberts, pastor willhe "The Plan of God" with
of- Abe-- . -Vaughn' s_...Gailpet......-seripture from Jonah 4. Dr.
Cumberland Presbyterian Lloyd Jacks will serve as
Church, Calvert City. Services deacon of
Speeial- Music will bewill be - held at 7:30 each
evening. .........presented by the church choir,
To Speak
• . T. H. Sanders,directed by W. RudolphMich., survive. Five grand- . Howard, minister of mmir
children alsb-siirvive7 --mmThler the
the public to attend. emeritus; and a solo will be
sung by Mrs. Linda Wright.
Miss Karen Atkins will be
organist and Mrs: Vicki
Sorrow will be pianist, • '
_Attie evening service Dr-
Whittaker will speak on
"Repentance" with scripture
from Jonah 3. The Church
Choir will present special
music and Gus Robertson, Jr.,
will sing a solo. The ordinance
of baptism will be observed at
the evening service.
The flowers for the sanc-
tuary on Sunday will be fur-
nished by Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Alexander, Mike and ,
Gary Alexander, and Karen-




. Pallbearers are announced
in the service for Clifton L.
Jones 62, Route 7, Murray, _
Services for Mr. Jones, will
be today at J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home in Murray at 3
p.m.
Pallbearers are Tommy
Carraway, Floyd Hart, Dennis
Chester, Glenn Crawford, Don
Osmus and Ray Murdock.
Rhey Parsons, 85,
Services Monday
Services for Dr. Rhey B.
Parsons, 85. 1013 Payne,
Murray, who died Friday at'
M-urray-Calloway County
Hospital, will be 10 .a:m.
Monday at J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home in Murray with
burial in Maplewood
Cemetery.
Dr. Bill Whittaker will of-
ficiate the funeral and a white
rose ceremony will beheld by
the Sigma Chi Fraternity.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
today. Sigma Chi members
.will serve as active and_
honorary pallbearers.
Born December 22, 1892, in
Graves County, Dr. Parsons
was the son of Jacob Fisher
Parsons, and Althea- Willie
Hooker. He was a retired
professor at Murray State
University.
He is, survived by five
neice Anna A. Neelanfl, Los
Angeles, Calif_ _Mrs.
Geraldine Atchison,
Texarkana, Ark., Hallie and
Mabel Vandergriff, Mayfield,
_and Ida Eddings, Mayfield.
A sister, Miss Ruth Parson,
Paducah, survives, along With








To Hold Revival • 
The, West Fork Baptist
Church will hold revival
services starting Stfnday, July
16, and continuing through
Saturday, July 22, with the
Rev. Billy Turner pastor of the
Altona Baptist .Church,
Calvert City, as the
evangelist.
Special music . will be
present each night. Alvin
Usrey . will direct the singing
and Brenda Wyatt will be
pianist. Services will be
Sunday at eleven a.m. and Aix'
p.m. and Monday through
Saturday at seven p.m.
The church pastor, the Rev.




A gospel meeting will be
held at the Antioch Church of
Christ starting- Sunday, July
16, and continuing through
Saturday, July 22.
Bro. Harvey L. Elder will be
the speaker for the services at
7:30 each evening. Eddie
Wright will be the song teader.
The public is invited to





Murray Country Club is
sponsoring a -swim party for
pre-schoolers-third graders at
the country club from 10 .a.m.
to noon Tuesday, July 18.
Each member can bring a
guest. All party goers are
requested to bring a sack
lunch. Drinks and dessert will
be furnished, a spokesman
said.
Walter W. Jones M.D.
Diplomat, American Board
of Opt halmology
Announces the Opening of
his office for Diseases and
Surgery of the Eye
at





will be Mr. and Mrs. David
Hill, and Mrs. Randy
Cunningham, Mrs. Richard
Jones, Mrs.- Alois Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Marcum, Miss





The sixth in a series of
sermons on The Apostles'
Creeki will be by the Rev.-Dr.
-Wilriani P. Muffins, Jr., at_tlie--
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 16. His subject
will be "I Believe In The Holy
Spirit" with scripture from
John 14.
Special music 1ll be
presented by the Youth Choir
who will sing "Let The People
Praise" and the Children's
Choir who will sing ',Shine."
The- two choirs are direc-
ted by Tom Allen with Joan
Cooper as organist and Joyce
of Donnie Williams. -Gordon-as pianist.
Sunday a 6:30 p.m. Dr.
Mullins, Jr., will speak on the
subject, "Real Evangelism"
-itsth scripture from Romans
10:5
Dr. White To Give
Memorial Sermons
„ The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White
will speak on the topic
"Unacceptable Morality" a
regular Sunday' morning
worship service at the
Memorial Baptist Church. The
morning services begin. at
10:50 a.m.
Choral worship will be of7
fired'hy the Sanctuary Choir
Sunday school will begin at
9:40 a.m.
The pastor's topic for the
evening service will be "Wise.
Sober, Joyful Living." The
evening service will begin at 7
p.m. following church training
which starts at 6 p.m.
Bro. John Dale To
Speak Sunday For
Church Of Christ
The Seventh' and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
John Dale speak on the sub-
ject, "They Had Been With
Jesus"with scripture from
Acts 4:13,14, and the 8:30 a.m.
and 10:40 a.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, July 16.
. Assisting in the §ervice will
be Jack Ward, Mark Pugh,
James Payne, Ray Karraker,
'William Gargus, Ron McNutt,
Jerry Bolls, Emmanuel
Manners, James Thurmond,
Paul Kelly, Richard Duke,
Larry Evans, and Jim
Ragsdale. •
"If I were the Devil" will be
the subject of the siX .p.m
worship service with Bro.
Dale's- sctipture to be front
Genesis 3:1-7.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Jack Rose,
Howell Clark, Ted Howard,
and Amos Hill.
Bible study will be held at
9:40 a.m. on Sunday.
R. J. Burpoe To Spea
At Grace Baptist
R. J. Btirpoe will deliver
the message at the morning
and evening worship services
of the Grace Baptist Church.
The mording service begins at
10'43 a.m. arid the evening
service is slated for 7 p.m
Ronald Hardison is music
director for the church,
cowane Jones is organist and




Two operas will be- broad-
cast Saturday, July 15,
-beginning at 1 p.m. on WXMS-
FM, ,the public radio station
voice of Murray State
University.
"Hansel and Gretel," a
fakytale opera WEnglebed
Humperdinck, will be
broadcast the first half of the
show. The role of Hansel is
sung by Ingeborg Springer.
Renate Hoff sings Gretel, and
Peter Schreier is the wicked
- witch.
The second half of the
broadcast will feature a
performance of Kurt Weill's
"Three Penny Opera," sung in
German, with performances
by Wolfgang Neuss, Willy
Trenk-Trehitsch, Trude
Hesterberg, Erick Schellow,
and Joaa V. Koczian. It is
cond by 'Wilhelm
truc -Itiggeberg.
WKMS broadcasts at 91.3 on
the FM dial, and is a cultural





The Murray High School
Band Boosters Club will meet
, Tuesday, July 18, at eight p.m.
at the high school, according
to Dr. Hugh Noffsinger, club
rifesident.
From seven to eight p.m. the
band will meet for rehearsal.
Shirts for band members will
be on sale for parents of any
freshman band member who
do not have a shirt for their







The chartered bus for the
Senior Citizens trip to
Shakerton will leave from the
St. John's Episcapal Church
parking lot at 4 p.m. Tuesday,
July 18.
News In Brief
-LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
says that the Interstate
Commerce Commision is
moving too slowly on its in-
vestigation of the Louisville
and Nashville Railroad's car
shortage in eastern Kentucky,
and has urged the Federal
Railroad Administration to
enter the investigation.
Carroll said FRA Deputy
Administrator Robert
Gallamore, who spoke here
Friday 'at the Midwestern
Governor's Conference,
,confirmed his suspicion that
the ICC has no - jurisaiction
over track safety.
He said that is a main factor
in the L&N's car shortage
problem because slow
movement of cars over
deteriorated tracks causes an
enormous loss of time. •
He was critrcal of the ICC's
ability to act quickly to
alleviate the problem,- saying
he felt that the FRA, as an
enforcement agency, would
respond more quickly and
effectiveir• -
-TheICC wou.'t address the
problem," he said in an- in-
terview. "The Federal
Railroad Administration has
safety 'jurisdiction and we
would like to see them use
Carroll said the ICC moves
so slowly that, "if we have
another severe winter, we'll
all freeze to death because we
can't mdve the coal."
Several other midwestern
governors echoed Carroll's
concern over car shortages,
although they emphasized
movement of agricultural
commodities rather than coal.
Kansas Gov. Robert Bennett
said the railroads fight
everything they think' will
deprive them of business, but
that they can't handle what
.they've got.
"You might encourage them
to handle- the business they
have," he told Gallamore. 
Bennett said - main-
problem in Kansas is getting
hopper cars to grain ter-
minals. The railroads "have
more excuses than hopper
cars," he said.
Nebraska Gov, James Exon
Said he thought the problem
lies in how railroads allocate
cars.
Gallamore said one problem
is that the freight car cycle -
involving loading, carrying to
the destination and returning
- takes from 23 to 28 days,
making car utilization one of
the main problems of
railroads today.
"If we could cut a-few days
off the cycle, we could save
millions of dollars," he said.
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
i AP) - Gov. Julian Carroll
has awarded $6,834 to the
Elizabethtown Police
Department for a com-
munications project.
The grant came after the
project was approved by the
Kentucky Crime Commission,
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) -The
Kentucky Congress of Parents
and Teachers Association has
picked Eastern Kentucky
University as the site for a
leadership training and devel-
opment conference July 17-19.
. A PTA spokesman said the
sessions were arranged to
prepare PTA leaders for their
jobs and to teach them as
much as possible about the
organization and its goals.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) - An annual audit by
Cook & Taylor shows the City-
County Hospital is "a sound
. operation" despite more than
$1 million in outstanding bad
debts last fiscal year.
Approximately eight per-
cent of patient service
. revenue made up the bad
debts, said Joe Taylor, cer-
tified public accountant for
the auditing firm.
He said the hospital
operated with a $468,872 profit
during the fiscal year which
ended March 31. That profit
amounted to about 3.3 percent
of the annual revenue and
equaled revenue received in 10
to 12 days of hospital
opeTations.
Taylor said the $1,168,020 in
bad debts are more than other
hospitals in the area pointing
out, however, that Warren
County adjoins counties which
do not have a regional hospital
or do not practice its open-
door- policy.
e
SCOT1'SVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
School Superintendent James
Bazzell says the board has
added an explanatory clause
to its policy regarding
possession of a controlled
substance.
"The original policy stated
that any student in possession
of or taking part in the ex-
change of any controlled sub-
stance while under the super-
vision of -the school shall be
expelled.
"We added a clause that this
applies to all alcoholic bever-
ages and drugs," Bazzell said.
Faculty members of the
eighth Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing WUrkshop now Hs
session at Murray State -"-
University will be available
for an autographing party on
the campus Tuesday, July 18.
On hand from 4 to 5:30 p.m.
in the lobby of Ordway Hall
will be:
Wilma Dykeman Stokely,
Newport, Tenn., director: Lee
Pennington, Louisville; L. J.
Hortin, Murray; Blossom
-Budney (Mrs. Alvizaresselt),
West Redding„ Conn.; and
Jack Matthews, Athens, Ohio.
They are teaching courses
in the short story, poetry,
articles, writing for children,
and the novel during the three-
we et workshop, which runs
through July 28`.
Martha , Guier, workship
coordinator, said the public is
invited to meet the workshop
faculty and to have irks by
them personally autographed.
Books and other publications
by them will be available at
the autographing party And in
trj the University Bookstore prior
n to the party.
Balks by Stuart, who Is ill
and could not be on , the
campus for the workship this
summer, and Harriette
Simpson Arnow of Ann Arbor,
Mich., and Tresselt, workshop
instructora in past years, will
also be on sale. •
- Copies at the tinthologimoi
student *oft from the first six
wthops and copies of
StuArt's poem entitled
Kentucky Is My Land"








Head on down to your nearby
Dodge Truck Dealer's and discover
the great lineup of new trucks.
the kind of lineup that made us the
fastest growing truck company in
America from 1966 to 1976
'You'll discbver great new '78 trucks
like Dodge Power Wagon. The
four-wheeldrive pickup that's built
tough to haul the goods where no
ordinary pickup dare follow Over had
roads and no wads at all. Dodge Tracks
And Power Wagon's good-looking
epsugh to stand.outon city streets
and highways as well. So why not
stop in and buy or lease a '78 Power
Wagon at your nearby Dodge Truck
Dealer's today?
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